NEW FT-817
FROM YAESU
5-Watt
Transportable
Transceiver
Call now on

0208 566 1120

or sec our web site for more details

haniroclio.co.uk

a

martaiyA.ckks ils
128 & 140.142 NORTHFIELD AVENUE,
EALING, LONDON W1 3 9SB
N FAX: 0208 • 566 1207

TX Frequency: 160-10m, 6m, 2m and
70cnrs
RX Frequency: 100kHz-56MHz,
154MHz, 420-470MHz

■

Dedicated SSB-based Digital Mode
for PSK31 on USB/LSB, AFSK RTTY
etc.

■

Built-in CW Electronic Keyer with
Semi-Break-In (adjustable down to
10ms delay).
Adjustable CW' Pitch; CW Paddle
NormaVReyerse Connection
Selection.
Built in VOX.
Built in CTCSS and DCS.
ARTS (D(Auto Range Transponder
System).
Smart Search (automatic memory
loading system).
Spectrum Scope.
Front and Rear Panel Aerial
Connectors

(Exact frequency range may be slightly different)

Power Output 5 Watts SSB/CWiFM with
13.8V External DC:1.5W
AM Carrier
2.5 watts 5S13/CW/FM with
9.6V Wad or 8 "AA"
batteries (AM: 0.7W)
Operating Modes:
USB, LSB,CW, AM,
FM, W-FM, Digital
(AFSK), Packet
11200/9600 FM)
Digital Modes: RTTY, PSK31-U, PSK31-L &
user defined USB/LSB
(SSTV, FACTOR etc).
Ca se Size:
5.31"x1.5"x6.5" (WHDI
Weight
2.6Ib (with alkaline
batteries, aerial but
without microphone).
▪
Two Colour LCD Multi-function
Display (Blue/Amber).
■
Bar-graph Metering of Power output,
ALC, SWR and Modulation.
■
Optional Narrow CW and SSB
Filters.
•
AGC Fast-Slow-Auto-Off Selection.
■
RF Gain/Squelch Control.
■
Built-in Noise Blanker.
▪
IPO (intercept point optimisation)
and ATT (receiver front end
attenuator)
II
Dual VFOs, Split Capability, IF Shift
and R.I.T. ("Clarifier").
■
Wide/Narrow FM Selection.
I
AM Aircraft Reception.

■ WEB SITE: hontrodio.co uk

■

III
■
■
■
■
■

■

■
■
■
■

(E3NC on front SO-239 on back).
200 Regular memories, plus Home
Channels and Band Limit (PMS)
Memories.
Alpha-Numeric Labelling Memory
Channels.
Automatic Power-Off (APO) and
Tx Tme-Out Timer (TOT).
Rear Panel Data, Accessory and Key
jad(s.
CAT System Computer Control
Capability 14800/96008400 bps) and
Cloning Capability.

Estimated RRP:

A Staggering

£799

soles@M1andS3o.uk
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rely divide the price (including carriage) into 3 equal payments.
rite 3 theques dated in consecutive months starting with todcy's date.
rite your telephone number, cheque card No & expiry dote on the back of each cheque.
tit them to us, enclosing your name & address & we will (subject to status) send your goods immediately.

ST UP TO DATE INFO VISIT OUR WEBS=

www.neva • a.co.0
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Kenwood's TS-870S gives you something called an Intelligent Digital Enhanced
Communications System.
Or to put it another way, you can talk to someone halfway round the world and it'll
feel like they're in the room with you.

If you've never tried a digital HF transceiver before, you won't believe just how well
the TS-870S can find a signal thats almost buried in noise. And because it's made
by Kenwood, reliability can be taken for granted, too.
Features? High frequency DSP for post-IF signal procesing, high-speed PC control,
automatic antenna tuner, a built-in K1 LogiKey for a full range of CW operations
features. 100 memory channels...and thats just a taste. Your nearest dealer has the full
specification.
Best of all, the TS-870S gives you all this at a price that's amazing value. So you can
talk to the world without getting any interference. Even from your bank manager.
For more information on the TS-870S phone 01923 212044.

KENWOO
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YAE SU
NEW QUADRA SYSTEM AMPLIFIER
HF/6M AMPLIFIER
With Matching VP-1000 Power Supply

CONTENTS
CLUB NEWS AND VIEWS
EDITORIAL
CHAIRMAN'S CHAT
PRESIDENT'S PATTER
SECRETARY'S UPDATE

-4111111111111M111111111111111111

JOHN KAY — G3AAE
POSTBAG
NICE TO KNOW
COMOROS SITE VISIT

GENERAL TOPICS
PACIFIC — PALM TREES — PARADISE?

Yaesu is proud to announce the new QUADRA SYSTEM H.F.+ 6-Meter Amplifier.
This new Amplifier is in a class by itself with state-of-the-art features such as a
full 1KW power output, Multi-Function Omni-Glow LCD Display, 4 Antenna Outputs
and 2 Antenna Inputs. This new QUADRA SYSTEM Amplifier is designed to match and
compliment the FT-1000/D, FT-1000MP and FT-920 HF radios.
These exciting new Amplifiers are now available through your authorised
Yaesu Dealers.

FEATURES
•

l000 WATTS POWER OUTPUT @ 220 VAC (500 WATTS ON &METERS)

•

THE CU8D STORY
CLUSTER BRAGGING
REVIEW — THE TENNADYNE T10 LOG PERIODIC ANTENNA
IOTA CORNER

SWL NEWS
SWL EXPEDITION TO WALES — HAVE RECEIVER, WILL TRAVEL

QRZ CONTEST

TX Range: 160 — 10 / 6 Meter Amateur Bands

IOTA FROM ORKNEY

•

Large Dot-Matrix LCD Display Features The World's First Panoramic SWR Monitor

DX AND CONTEST CALENDAR

•

Automatic System Monitoring with VSWR Protection

•

Ultra High Speed Antenna Tuner w/ Multi-Band Memory

•

Power Supply and Amplifier are Separate for easier installations

•

8 x MRF150 Power MOS FET

•

2 Input and 4 Output Antenna Jacks for Versatile Operation

•

Direct Air Flow Cooling System for Efficient Dissipation of Heat

•

Automatic Bandswitching w/ FT-1000D, FT-1000MP, FT-920,
FT-990, FT-900C/AT

•

Size: (each) 410

•

Weight:VL-1000 Amp = 15 kg, VP-1000 Power Supply= 12 kg

x 135 H x 410 D mm \(16 1/4" W x 5 3/8" H x 16 1/4" D)

•

Optional Mounting rack avaiable to combine the VL-1000 and the VP-1000

Please note: VL-1000 and VP-1000 are not sold separately.

YAE SU
Yaesu UK Ltd, Unit 12 Sun Valley Business Park, Winnall Close, Winchester,
Hampshire 5023 OLB. Telephone: 01962 866667 Facsimile: 01962 856801.
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Keys and Keyers

R A Kent
Pump kit
Pump assembled
KT1 "pro" pump
Twin paddle kit

"

" assembled

Single paddle kit

"
" assembled
EK4 iambic keyer
EK4M memo keyer
EK4 memory upgrade
Iambic keyer kit
Touch twin keyer kit
Pederson DK1000

BY2 twin (chrome)
ST1 single (black)
ST2 single (chrome)

CHILTERN DX CLUB - The UK DX Foundation - Aims and Objectives

CDXC Web site:

http://www.CDXC.org.uk

£129.95
£59.95

Samson
ETM SQ twin paddle
ETM9C X3 keyer - with built

ETM9COG X3 keyer without

not necessarily those of the Editor or of the Committee.

8 pin mic plug
8 pin mic line receptacle
8 pin mic 1m extn. lead
RJ45 plug
RJ45 plug (CAT 5)
2.5mm mono jack plug
3.5mm mono jack plug
3.5mm stereo j. plug
3.5mm stereo scrnd jp
1/4" mono jack plug
1/4" stereo jack plug
1/4" mono scrnd j. plug
1/4" stereo scrnd j. plug
Adaptor 1/4" to 3.5 stereo
Adaptor 3.5 to 1/4" stereo
Adaptor 1/4" to phone
Combiner 2x 3.5 to 3.5
Combiner 2x 1/4" to 1/4"
Combiner 2x 3.5 to 1/4"

£79.95
£89.95
£79.95
£89.95

Logikey
K3 keyer
Superkeyer 3 kit

Paddles

£39.95
£129.95
£199.95

Paddles
£109.95
NB Samson ETM9 keyers use the SK3 chip

Schurr
Prat twin paddle
Portabel "midi" twin
Twin mechanism without

Base

£129.95
£119.95

£0.60
£0.75
£3.25
£3.00
£0.65
£0.65
£1.95
£1.50
£1.95
£2.50
£1.95
£3.50

£1.50
£2.50
£8.50
£0.25
£0.50
£0.20
£0.25
£0.60
£0.85
£0.65
£0.75
£0.95
£1.25
£0.95
£0.95
£1.25
£1.40
£1.50
£1.50

(combiners/adaptors are stereo)

lm key/paddle leads 2+screen
-3.5mm screened plug
-1/4" screened plug
Red/Black twin power cables
8 Amp £0.35 20Amp

£74.95

Twin mechanism for ETM

Keyers (ETM5 on)
Pump mahogany base

£0.75
£0.35
£0.40
£0.70
£0.65
£0.30
£0.25

(Ns and BNC have captive pins-mostly
Greenpar Macom)

£99.95

Bencher
BY1 twin (black base)

DEADLINE FOR NEXT ISSUE: 20 DECEMBER

overseas members. The subscription for new members joining between 1st January and 30th June is 50%
of the annual subscription. Subscriptions become due on July 1st in each year, and should be sent to the
Treasurer (address above).
Digest: This Digest is published six times per year. Articles for publication should be sent to the Digest
Editor address above) by the published deadline. Please note that opinions expressed in the Digest are

£43.50
£56.50
£65.50
£56.50
£69.50
£48.50
£59.50
£47.50
£73.50
£29.50
£15.00
£27.90

Swedish Pump Key

in paddles

Membership: Full details of membership are available from the Club Secretary (address above).
Subscriptions: The annual subscription is currently set at £12.00 for UK members, and £17.00 for

RG58stranded core(/m)
RG174 miniature (/m)
450 ohm slotted twin
300 ohm slotted twin
75 ohm twin (400Watts)
16swg H/D copper (/m)
Polyprop egg insulator
Ribbed poly. Insulator
Dipole centre box
Dipole centre "T" piece
PL259 for RG213
PL259/6 for RG58
S0239 in line socket
BNC 50ohm plug RG58
N plug 50ohm RG213
" " " rt. Angled
N plug 50ohm RG58
PL259/PL259 lm lead

Haslemere, GU27 2RF

ETM9C X3 fitted with Schurr

"The aims of the Club are to promote HF operating, to encourage excellence, particularly in DXing
and contest operating, through mutual assistance and by encouraging support of DXpeditions, the
issue of achievement awards, or by whatever other means is deemed to be appropriate".

Feeders, cable, connectors
RG213 Mil spec
(/m)

G3TUX

£79.95
£139.95

£3.50
£3.75
£0.55/m

VAT included - P&P extra

Spares for keys stocked and repairs undertaken
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CLUB NEWS AND VIEWS
EDITORIAL
Don Field, G3XTT

The following CDXC goods are available from the Secretary.
PAPERWEIGHT
This is a square marble effect paperweight, fitted on the front face with an enamel
CDXC logo. As this item is heavy it is not available mail order, but can be purchased at
the various functions, e.g. RSGB HF Convention, CDXC AGM, etc.
KEY FOB
This is an imitation black leather fob fitted with an enamel CDXC logo.
RUBBER STAMP
This is a rubber hand-stamp with the CDXC logo. Use for all your amateur radio
correspondence.
REPLACEMENT MEMBERSHIP BADGE
Replacement membership badges can be provided on request in the event of loss or
change of call sign. As the engraving of badges is normally undertaken in batches,
delivery may extend to a number of weeks.
PRICING
Paperweight:
£2.50
Key Fob:
£1.50
Rubber Stamp:
£6.00
Replacement Badge: £2.50

not available mail order
including post/packing to UK
including post/packing to UK
including post/packing to UK

PAYMENT
Cheques and Postal Orders should be made payable to CDXC and drawn on a UK
bank. No foreign cheques please. Send your payment to:
Shaun Jarvis MOBJL
11 Charnwood Way,
Langley,
Southampton,
Hants SO45 1ZL
UK

I wonder whether you have ever noticed, but
you can tell whether someone is a "big gun"
or a "little pistol" when he visits your QTH.
The "little pistol" will ask to see your shack,
and will go wobbly at the knees when he
sees your linear, PC interface and logging
system, etc. The "big gun" won't be
interested in the shack. He's seen all the
gear that's available, has a fair selection of it
himself. Instead, he will want to inspect the
antenna farm. All "big guns" have a station
that's pretty much the same — a decent
transceiver and capability to run full legal
power. But the "big gun" knows that what
stands between him and other "big guns" is
the QTH (so he'll want to check out your
take-off, nearby hills, etc.) and the antennas
(plus the feed system, of course. Hardline,
wow!). Maybe the earth system, to check
why your 80m verticals work better than his.
"Little pistols" pay little attention to
antennas. Most of the stations they visit
don't have anything that's really worth
seeing, in any case. One piece of "invisible"
wire looks much the same as another.
So which category do you fall into? These
ramblings were prompted partly by the visit
to the G3XTT QTH of the CDXC
Committee, with the D68C core team
arriving later in the day. At no stage did
anyone ask to see the shack, but a
significant amount of time was spent on the
patio assessing the XTT antenna system. So
I guess, based on my logic (however
flawed!) CDXC is led by a bunch of "big
guns".
Anyway, enough of this rambling. It's been
a good period for DX, with some nice
expeditions (didn't the German guys do well
again, this time from 5V and XT — see the
story of their 1999 Pacific trip in this

Digest), and some great propagation (well, I
did manage to work KH5, KH5K, FOOWEG
(Australs) and ZK1 on 10m which, given
that the Chiltem hills rise another 400ft to
the north of me, is quite something). I was
irritated but a little amused just after the
K5K, Kingman Reef, operation had started,
at the appearance of the usual lids.
Apparently even in the first day of operation
there were complaints to the expedition pilot
from people who had failed to get into the
log! At that stage the DXpedition didn't
even have a full 24 hours of propagation
under its belt, and still had several antennas
to put up. What planet do some DXers live
on?!
In fact, I would say that the K5K team are
doing a great job. At least five stations on
simultaneously, aided by some fortuitously
good propagation. Mind you, when I worked
them on 12m SSB, the operator came back
"G3XTT 59 — is that Neville?" Never been
so insulted in my life!
Articles

Many thanks, as always, to all who have
contributed this time. However, it's starting
to get a bit thin again. I have had no
Member Profiles for a few issues now, and
would also like to see some more operating
articles, reviews, etc. Take a look at recent
issues of the Digest, and you ought to get an
idea of the sort of thing which may be of
interest to fellow members.
Club Licence

Finally, a reminder that CDXC holds the
contest call MOC, which has already been
used by a number of members for contest
operations in various of the "G" countries. If
you would like to use the call in a contest,
then get in touch with Neville and make
your reservation.
73 Don G3XTT

CHAIRMAN'S CHAT
Neville Cheadle, G3NUG

Most of the past few weeks and nearly all
the next eight weeks will be spent doing the
preliminary and planning work on the
Comoros D68C DXpedition. This will be an
extremely large DXpedition averaging over
20 operators each day for just under three
weeks. My tasks, apart from being the team
leader, are to organise the corporate
sponsorship and the logistics. We researched
many locations and finally decided on the
Comoros. The following four paragraphs are
extracts from the DXpedition brochure.
Why the Comoros?

Most activity from the Comoros in recent
years has been by one or two-man 'holiday'
DXpeditions. Typically, they have been
using a single 100-watt transceiver to a
multi-band vertical antenna on the water's
edge. From the Comoros, this is fine for
working relatively small numbers of
European and JA stations, but it fails to
make any impact at all either in North
America, or even beyond the 'second level'
of DXers in Europe and Japan. There have
been no major DXpeditions from the
Comoros for many years.
For those who are into statistics, the
Comoros stand at number 59 in the 1999
world-wide listing of 'Most-Wanted' DXCC
entities *. However, many of the countries
ranking higher on the list - including
Bhutan, Tromelin Island, Clipperton Island,
Tristan da Cunha, Palmyra Island, Palestine,
Agalega and St Brandon, the Sovereign
Military Order of Malta, and Libya - have
been very active since the survey was
carried out, so in reality the standing of the
Comoros is much higher. The Comoros rank
much higher - at number 36 - in the USA
Central zone in the same survey.
We believe that not too much credence
should be put on the 'Most-Wanted' lists, as
only a statistically small number of DXers
responds to the annual questionnaire. These

tend to be those DXers on or near the Honor
Roll, whereas in 'real life' very many more
DXers will call a DXpedition than would be
imagined from its ranking on the 'Most
Wanted' lists.
By way of an example, we were all
surprised at the amazing pile-ups on the
9MOC Spratly DXpedition, and even after
65,000 QSOs the pile-ups were still big.
Spratly now ranks at 66 on the 'MostWanted' list, several places below the
Comoros, but we guarantee that anyone
operating from Spratly tomorrow would get
just as big a pile-up as we experienced in
1998! A further example, if any was needed,
is that one of the most successful
DXpeditions of all time, making over
80,000 QSOs, was the XZOA operation
from Myanmar - a country which even at the
time of the operation barely made it into the
top 100 on the 'Most-Wanted' lists!

cox°
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APPLICATION FOR MEMBERSHIP

Name in full Current callsign•

Other callsigns•

Address.

Country .

Post code-

Telephone.

E-mail
First name or "ON-A1R" name (for your CDXC badge):

The Team

Getting the team together was our first
major task. The core team of seven is the
same team that organised the Spratly 9MOC
DXpedition in February 1998. It comprises
Don G3OZF, Mike G3SED, John G3WGV,
Don G3XTT, Steve G4JVG, Tony GOOPB
and myself.
Most of the team of 20+ will be on the
island of Grande Comore for either 16 or 23
days, it will be hot and humid and may be
wet too. It will also be physically and
mentally exhausting so there is every
possibility of friction between team
members if we are not extremely careful.
We decided, therefore, that all potential
members should have a 'sponsor' from
amongst the core group. The sponsor would
vouch not only for the potential member's
operating abilities but would also vouch for
him as a team player. This is absolutely vital
and in fact virtually every member of the
team is well known to at least two members

Proposer.

Callsign•

Seconder

Callsign•

Total DXCC countries worked/heard (100 minimum)
Fee enclosed (see over)•

(Cheques must be drawn on a UK bank).

I hereby agree to my membership details being held on computer and published in the
Membership List for regular circulation to other members. 1 agree to my E-mail
address being published on the CDXC WWW page (http://www.CDXC.org.uk ).

CDXC

Signed.

Date.
PLEASE DO NOT WRITE BELOW THIS LINE

Subscription received
Welcome letter sent
Newsletter note
Database updated

Mailing list updated
Membership list updated
E-mail list updated
Badge sent

DX AND CONTEST CALENDAR
(tnx 425 DX News for most of this)

till November 3W2LC: Vietnam by VK6LC
till 31/12 3Z: special prefix (Poland)
till February 4W6FK: East Timor by CT1FKN
till 30/11 5B40: special prefix (Cyprus)
till 31/12 9AY2K: special Millennium station
till 31/12 HB2: special Y2K prefix (Switzerland)
till December HFOPOL: South Shetlands (AN-010) by SP3GVX
till 31/12 HF7OPZK: special event station (Poland)
till 31/12 IIOCV: special call
till 24/12 IIO: special jubilee prefix
till 31/12 IR5ONU: special event station
till 31/12 IUOPAW: Jubilee Year special station
till 31/12 SI75A & SIxSSA: SSA 75th anniversary stations (Sweden)
till 31/12 SY2A: Mount Athos by SV2ASP/A
till 2001 UAOQBA: Kotelny Island (AS-028)
till 12/11 VKOMM: Macquarie Island
till December VQ9QM: Chagos (AF-006) by W4QM
till 04/11 ZKIMHM: South (OC-083) and North Cooks by DL1MHM
till 31/12 ZSOM: South Africa by ZS6MG
20/10-20/11 YU13OZ: special station
26/10-15/11 PJ2/PAOVDV: Curacao (SA-006)
03/11-17/11 3B8: Mauritius (AF-049) * by DL7DF and DL7BO
05/11-13/11 VK6DIR: Direction Island (OC-140)
09/11-22/11 4S7WHG: Sri Lanka (AS-003) by G3SWH
09/11-16/11 9M2/G3PMR: Langkawi Island (AS-058)
10/11-15/11 KH2: Guam Island (OC-026) by JAs
14/11-28/11 TS7N: Kerkennah Is (AF-073) by DLs
17/11-01/12 GD4UOL: Isle of Man (EU-116) by G4UOL
17/11-19/11 SEANET Convention Pattaya, Thailand
18/11-28/11 YJ: Efate (0C-035), Vanuatu by Prairie DX Group
19/11-10/12 ZK2VF: Niue (OC-040) by W7TVF
21/11-03/12 8Q7TX & 8Q7WW: Maldives (AS-013) by DF4XX & DLSXAT
23/11-27/11 NHOS, NHOV, KHO/KD6CJF, ICH0/JQ1UKK: OC-086
24/11-25/11 KL7USI: Unalaska Island (NA-059) 471
25/11-11/12 HC1MD & HC1MD/HCx: Ecuador by NE8Z
26/11 KL7USI: IOTA new one
November FOODEH: Reao Atoll (0C-???) by ON4QM
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of the core group. We believe we have built
an international team of operators who can
cope well on all bands, 6m to 160m and
who, most importantly, have a very positive
outlook to solving problems. A particularly
warm welcome to Mark MODXR, a recent
CDXC joiner who at 17, is the current
RSGB Young Amateur of the Year.
Logistics

The logistics of this operation are
formidable. We will be shipping around 3
tonnes (3000kg) of equipment at the end of
November. This goes from home here at
Felden to Felixstowe, then to Mombassa
arriving around Christmas Day. After that, it
is loaded onto a feeder vessel and arrives in
Moroni, the capital of the Comoros in early
January. Then the container is transported to
our base, a hotel on the north of the island,
where it will be off-loaded by crane. The
container will not be opened until we arrive
when a Customs inspection will take place
at the hotel. Arranging all this has taken
some time — the details being finalised by
Don G3OZF when he made a special trip to
the Comoros just to undertake a site survey.
This was an invaluable exercise and some
further details of that survey are published
later in this Digest.
Every Wednesday and Sunday until the
container is picked up we have scheduled
"AntennaFests"; there is a huge amount of
work to be done. All the Spratly Cushcraft
antennas are being stripped down,
reassembled and tested. They are then being
broken down into lengths of no more than
20 feet for shipment in the container. All
matching parts are colour-coded for quick
assembly. In the main, we will be using
monobanders, we have one for every band
6m to 30m; these are mainly being supplied
by Force 12. On 6m, where we are planning
a particularly significant effort, we will have
a pair of stacked 6-element beams. The
Cushcraft A3S + 40m and the A3 WS + 30m
will be used for second stations on key
bands.

On the LF side we will have phased
switchable verticals on 30m, full sized 4squares on 40m and 80m (the 80m verticals
are from Titanex) and an 85 foot Titanex
vertical for Top Band. We will also have
numerous receiving antennas including
Beverages.
We will have 10 masts, 5 at 40ft and 5 at
30ft, all close to the sea. The guy stakes
and bases for all the masts have to be fixed
in lava rock so we are taking a very
powerful percussion drill to facilitate this.
We already have permission from the hotel
to use this but, in fact, our operation should
not affect the other guests as we are using
some bungalows 300/400m away from the
main site.
Sponsorship

So much for some of the logistics. On the
corporate sponsorship side Yaesu have
agreed to support us with six of the new FT1000 MP Mk V transceivers and six Quadra
linears. This support is invaluable — we will
be the first major DXpedition to use the Mk
V which is receiving rage reviews. All the
radios will be sold at the end of the
DXpedition — we are sure that the Mk Vs
will get snapped up quickly within the team
but if any CDXC member is interested in
buying a Quadra amplifier at a good price he
should get in touch with John G3WGV, our
treasurer (g3wgv@aol.com ). Force 12 and
Titanex have also supported us by providing
antennas at keen prices. Nevada have been
very generous too.
Steve G4JVG is co-ordinating the club
sponsorship programme and has produced a
very attractive brochure for potential
sponsors. Please contact Steve
(g4jvg@cwcom.net) if you are involved
with a club that may be interested in
sponsoring us. He will arrange for a
brochure to be sent to you. We are hopeful
that we can raise sufficient funds from DX
clubs throughout the world to cover the very
considerable logistics costs. Of course, the
team members are all paying their own way

including
all
their
own
accommodation and food costs.

travel,

both the 'big guns' and the 'little pistols'
probably based on the number of bandmodes worked.

We have now started to raise the profile of
our forthcoming DXpedition. The first two
bulletins have been released to the world
wide HF/DX Community and there is
already a great deal of activity on the web
site. (http://www.dxbands.com/comoros) .
This has been set up by Nigel G4KIU who
has done a super job. The site is updated
very regularly and contains masses of
fascinating material. Do have a look at it if
you are on the Internet. Nearer the time the
site will carry propagation projections
showing the best time to contact us
wherever you are in the world. You can
even get the current weather forecast on
Grande Comore!

At the Convention last week we all wore the
D68C shirts sponsored by Nevada. Several
asked what that was all about. The answer is
simple - (1) team building and (2)
marketing.

Marketing Activities

Because we will be on the island for three
complete weekends we should be able to
make at least one contact with every
amateur in the world who needs D68. We
shall be publishing an article in RadCom
addressed to all UK amateurs suggesting
how to contact us and setting out ideas
regarding best times for each band, simple
antennas and working split frequency. We
really do want to work the 'little pistols'.
We will even be running competitions for

Five Star DXers Association

Finally, a word about the Five Star DXers
Association (FSDXA). To quote the
constitution "The aim of the Association is
to organise and undertake DXpeditions. The
founder members of the Association
comprise the UK-based core team that
organised the February 1998 Spratly
DXpedition (9M0C)". FSDXA now owns
the various assets left over from Spratly and
is the legal body that enters into sponsorship
contracts and airline and hotel contracts, etc.
We felt it was important that CDXC should
not be the body entering into these contracts
although FSDXA will always be very
closely associated with CDXC.
That's all for the moment. There will be a
huge amount to report on in the next
January Digest. Back to the antennas!!!!

Bob Whelan G3PJT

Is it your impression too that the DX Cluster
is a lot quieter than it used to be ? If
anything the number of spots has gone up in
total because of the Internet inputs. But the
DX info which used to circulate has dropped
off. Have all the messages moved over to email systems and has the day of the DX
Cluster passed ?
It was drawn to my attention recently that
the appearance of jammers and other
troublemakers on the DX station frequency

looked at after submitting my CQWW CW
QRP effort last year I think ignorance may
be bliss !

Now some dates for your diary...
For November
Start

Finish

Contest Name

Mode

Fri 10th 2300

Sun 12th 2300

SSB

Sat 11th 0000
Sat 18th 1800
Sat 18th 2100

Sun 12th 2400
Sun 19th 0800
Sun 19th 0100

Sat 25th 0000
Sat 25th 0000

Sun 26th 2359
Sun 26th 2359

Japan International
DX Contest Phone
WAE RTTY Contest
IARU 160 m Contest
RSGB 1.8MhZ Contest
Contest
CQWW SWL Challenge
CQWW DX Contest

Start

Finish

Contest Name

Fri 1st 2200

Sun 3rd 1600

RTTY
CW
CW
CW
CW

and for December: -

Sun 9th 0000
Sun 17th 0000
Winter Contest
Sat 30th 1500

ARRL 160 Meter
Contest
Sun 10th
2400 ARRL 10 Meter
Contest
Sun 17th 2359
RAC Canada
Sun 31st 1500

Stew Perry
Topband Distance
Challenge

Mode
CW

CW/SSB
CW/SSB
CW

[*Source: The DX Magazine]

Presidents Patter

Listening is not just waiting to speak.

The
`Propagational
and
statistical
information garnered from the logs
received' sound good, I wonder what it
is...however if it is anything like the UBN I

often follows the appearance of a DX
Cluster spot. And certainly listening around
the bottom of 20 and 40 these days shows
that the lid problem has got a lot worse. Of
course with the DX Cluster linked across the
whole planet it makes it pretty easy for any
troublemaker or inexperienced or lazy
operator to stir things up. I wouldn't mind
betting that some of you, like me, have had
second thoughts about putting juicy DX
spots into the Cluster if mayhem is the
likely result, and that consequently our

Are you unhappy as to the way the
forthcoming contests are presented, would
you like a year-to-view approach or an
expansion of the current way with websites
listed etc..etc?...please let me know...

Finally may I wish one and all a rather preemptive Merry Christmas and a Happy New
Year and trust that you have all been good
Boys and Girls and thus Santa will be
bringing you a new Yaesu FT1000mp
Mark-VNL 1000 combination for
Christmas...

So that's all folks, don't forget to mark
CDXC as your affiliated club on your
CQWW entries...and please send in your
experiences and comments from CQWW
(Phone and CW) as it would be great to do a
feature on how people got on...your public
would like to know...

73 tu, Paul GOWAT
Paul@g0wat.demon.co.uk
p.brice-stevens@zeiss.co .ulc
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a team(s) last year which was a shame.

Time:

1400-1800 UTC
Frequencies: CW 3510-3590kHz

Now the scheme is to field as many teams of
5 for CW and 3 for SSB...these are to be
located within a 50 mile radius of the
normal meeting place of the club (this has
traditionally been G3NUG's
QTH)... however the rules state that: -

SSB 3600-3650kHz
Late breaking news on CQWW

From Bob K3EST...

'Where a club has branches, e.g. RNARS it
may define separate 'branch' meeting
places, and the teams(s) entered by each
branch will be considered entirely separate
from those entered by other branches,
except in respect of affiliation'.

The CQ WW Contest Committee would like
to thank the thousands of contesters who
sent in an electronic log for the 1999 CQ
WWs. We appreciate your input very much.
Your efforts make contesting better.
Now that the CQ WW is just around the
corner, please make a note to electronically
submit your log, no matter how large or
SMALL. Please send your log
electronically, to the appropriate email
address below.

Now as I see it this means that a club such
as CDXC could establish 'branches' as well,
as thus be able to field stations from other
part of the country than just the southeast...which would be fun!

Traditionally, many entrants who make a
SMALL number of QS05 do not submit
logs. * We especially encourage such
entrants to submit their logs.* Every log
received helps to make all the contest
adjudication more accurate.

Now swapping my Column editor hat for
CDXC Contest Co-Ordinator for a moment
can I ask what the members view is on
this...if you are interested please e-mail me
and we will see if we can get enough
together to put forward a number of teams to
represent CDXC the length and breadth of
the land...

Although our software allows for us to make
a very educated decision regarding a QSO in
question, there is NOTHING better than real
data to save us a lot of time.

What I will have done in the interim is to
have gotten a ruling from the HFCC
Chairman on this, as although it seems quite
clear cut to me, I am (along with the rest of
us) often wrong and this may be seen as
pushing the envelope slightly.

You can help increase the DATA used to
adjudicate the contest by sending your SSB
log to <ssb@cqww.com> and your CW log
to <cw@cqww.com>. No matter how many
QSOs you make...please send it. You will
help make the contest more accurate, your
score will published and you may end up
better than you thought.

So please e-mail me (or write/telephone)
and we will see if CDXC can make a
concerted assault on the AFS tables next
year.

In addition, your data input will allow us,
for the first time, to give back to all entrants
who submit an electronic log interesting
propagational and statistical information
garnered from the logs received. Stay tuned.
Thanks!

Just to remind you the contests in question
are: Date:
CW Event, Sunday 14th January

Good Luck in the CQ WWs and have fun!

SSB Event Saturday 20th January

73 Bob, K3EST CQ WW Director
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fellow true DXers will be denied a contact
or not enjoy the challenge of cracking a
unruly pile-up. Mind you, dodging
deliberate interference is just one of the
skills to be mastered in pile-up techniques.
Anyway all good DXers will find most of
the DX that is around just because they
spend more time listening and cruising the
bands. Personally I don't see much point in
putting duplicate spots in for DX which has
been already spotted in Europe. So why

bother putting spots in at all? Trouble with
that line of thought is it gets one out of the
habit of putting spots in at all and that's a
bad habit to acquire. No spots, no DX
Cluster. I was reminded of the old saying
that 'hearing is not listening' or in Cluster
speak 'waiting is not listening' and finally
that 'listening is not just waiting to speak'.
Come on, put some spots in and you will
find listening is a whole lot more fun!

Secretary's Update
Shaun MOBJL

It was nice of those of you who stopped by and said hello at the RSGB HF/IOTA Convention at
Windsor. I would like to say a special thanks to those who volunteered to help on the CDXC
Stand, things went very well and we managed to recruit some New Members in the process!
I would like to notify you all, that next years CDXC Dinner has again been booked at The
Waterloo Hotel, Crowthome, Berkshire on 17th March 2001. I will supply a booking form in the
next Digest. In the meantime, a very warm welcome to the following new members:
Call

Worked

Name

Location

5B4WN
GOTOO
GOTRD
G3RUV
GMOFQV
GWOUDH
M5AIO
NOED
SM5AQD

100+
100+
100+
100+
193
100+
117
184
331

Marios Nicolaou
Chris Richmond
Trond Thorman
Adrian James
John Black
Roger Pritchard
Jeff Dixon
Ed Taylor
Hawk Eriksson

London
Lanes
London
Devon
Annan, Scotland
Gwent
Herts
Denver, Colorado
Knivsta, Sweden

1RCs for Sale

55p each or £50 for 100 (plus SASE) from G4ZVJ
Andy Chadwick, 5 Thorpe Chase, Ripon, HG4 1UA
andy@z4zvi .demon.co.uk

Also from Ken Frankcom, G3OCA
Over 1000 IRCs available at 50p each, dollar bills 15 for £10.
1 Chesterton Rd, Spondon, Derby, DE21 7EN
Tel: 01332 720976

John Kay G3AEE
The sudden death of John Kay, G3AAE
occurred on 25 September 2000, the result
of a heart attack. Aged 77 he had been
regularly active on the bands for some 54
years since getting his licence in 1946.
Those of his friends who had a constant ear
on the bands always knew that he was there
monitoring activity and ready to call in with
that characteristically cheerful voice and the
familiar G 3 Alpha Alpha Echo, now so
sadly silent.

served on Council for a number of years and
on several committees including the HF
Committee as Chairman. Those who served
alongside him appreciated his strong sense
of humour. Often on a knotty problem he
would reduce those around him to
uncontrollable laughter by a witty, perhaps
irreverent, comment. John was also a longstanding member of FOC, indicating, if
anyone had a doubt, his skill as a CW
operator.

DXing was John's life-long interest. He
headed the UK stations in the DXCC
listings with 381 entities worked with cards
from two others awaiting submission. With
recent DXCC changes this is a score that
will be very hard to beat. Similarly with
IOTA, which John took to his heart in a big
way over the last dozen or so years. The
May 2000 Honour Roll listed him as top UK
station and seventh worldwide at 904
groups. At the time of his death he was
preparing to submit for the 950 shield. This
performance was all the more remarkable
when one considers that he never used a
linear amplifier. Blessed with expert
operating skill and a very good QTH in
Loughton Essex, he didn't need one - as
proved by the fact that he seldom missed
anything that was really special.

No tribute to John would be adequate
without recording the assistance he gave the
writer in 1990 with the organisation of the
IOTA Programme. All too aware of the need
to split the policy and card-checking tasks,
he offered his services as checkpoint, the
first to do so, to ease the growing
administrative burden. Subsequently he
became a member of the first IOTA
Committee and provided much valuable
encouragement as difficult decisions on the
programme's direction had to be addressed.
In fact that encouragement and the loyalty
he displayed in giving it were unstinting. If
proof were needed of his generous and kind
nature, he showed it in this and innumerable
other ways.
John had many other interests, all of which
he approached with the same enthusiasm,
dedication and thoroughness which he
brought to amateur radio. He was a strong
and active member of his local Roman
Catholic Church, and of the local historical
and philatelic societies and it is no great
surprise that he was quickly identified as an
excellent committee chairman.

John retired as Senior Sales Executive with
Plessey in the mid 1980s. Previously he had
worked at Reuters. Like so many active
DXers who do a lot of travelling, he knew
the conflicting pressures of job and hobby.
One of his favourite stories was telling how
on an overseas business trip to South
America he flew over the St Peter and St
Paul Rocks the very day that the first
DXpedition came on the air from there and
how he looked down from the plane with
immense frustration at this embryonic
DXCC country, tantalisingly close.

John is greatly missed by all those who
knew him, and especially his close friends
in amateur radio. Our deep condolences go
to his wife Helen and his son Graham at this
time.
Roger Balister, G3KMA

A life-long member of the RSGB John
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transmitting, the relay switches your
headphones to the second radio and you can
tune for multipliers or check for band
openings. Also if you are planning to
change bands it can be a good way of
finding a new CQ frequency.

be prepared to work the mult in one ear, and
keep listening to the run frequency in the
other ear. If anyone comes onto the run
frequency, you have only milliseconds to
decide whether to keep calling the mult, or
go back to 'your' frequency.

There are a couple of limitations of this
elementary SO2R set-up: firstly if you find
multipliers you have to write them down (or
maybe put them into the bandmap in your
software) and then at some point make the
judgement that you will QSY the main rig to
pick up the mults. Some of them may
themselves have QSYed before you are
ready to pick them up. Secondly and very
frustratingly, you think you have found a
juicy multiplier and he's just about to give
his call when the vox relay drops out and
you are back listening to your run
frequency. Murphy's Law - this happens a
lot.

At present I use CT for major contests. I
understand TR has lots of features that can
help the SO2R operator, and make it easier
to deal with the situation described above.
However, I haven't got the time to get on the
TR learning curve at present!
I would encourage the contester who has a
second rig of whatever sort to try a simple
receive-only two radio set-up. If you haven't
got a set of filters there are good designs
available, I made a set of receive filters to
the W3LPL design which worked extremely
well. If you run 100w and there is
reasonable antenna separation you can do
without filters to start with, but it would be
as well to make up a receive protector using
some back to back diodes, a resistor and a
small filament lamp.

I enhanced my switchbox to have a second
mode, whereby I can have a radio in each
ear. This gets around the second problem
above. The switchbox also switches the
keying line, I just have the one keyer in
parallel with the keying output from the PC.

Thanks Dave, all very interesting stuff, it's
good to see that the bulk of what you have
achieved has been done without going down
the mega-bucks route, and I am sure that
there is plenty to think about there for those
who aspire to give the SO2R route a try.

The next step was to buy a pair of Dunestar
filters and make a decoder for the
FT 1 000MP. I have also built a set of coax
stubs using RG213 and these are now
permanently connected to the feeders going
into the 6 pak at the base of the tower.

If anyone is giving SO2R a go (especially
for the first time) during the up and coming
CQWW's please try to give a summary of
how you got along.

Although I now have a 'full' SO2R set-up
the judgement about when to switch to the
second radio remains the main challenge.
Even more important, having worked a mult
(or whatever) on the second radio, if you
come back and find your run frequency has
gone, that is tough. It is not acceptable to try
to muscle back in, but that is what I hear
happening rather a lot these days..

So nearly time to wrap the column up but
before I go a plea (I've held off so far) about
AFS...
Affiliated Societies Contest

Depending on the circumstances in the
contest at the time, you have to decide
which is more important: keeping your run
frequency or working the mult. In order to
be able to make this judgement you have to

Over the years CDXC has done remarkable
well in January's AFS contest (so it should
with the skill represented in its
ranks)..however we didn't manage much of
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As you can see quite a number were set by
CDXC Members.. absolutely first class, you
are a credit to our club and UK amateurs in
general.

performance to work DX such as CN8 on
160m and PJ4B on 40rn with pint-sized
power.
Its good to have feedback from the
readers...especially favourable, although
criticism is fine too, if only to point out
where you are and are not going wrong with
a column...it is very easy to sit back and
think 'Well what a great column that was
this month', when in fact you could do with
having the bubble of your own pomposity
pricked once in a while...it keeps you
grounded.

Following the CQWW Phone results in last
months column I was contacted by Carl
GWOVSW with the following: Hello Paul,
It was good to see you mention the QRP
scores for last years CQ WW SSB Contest.
All to often QRP contest entries never get
reported or get lost in the long list of QRO
stations!

I think it is good to highlight the
achievements of all the clubs operators...it
is the skill of the operator not the watts they
run (both low or high) which sets them apart
from the run of the mill.

As you know, entering a contest running 5
watts or less is quite a challenge, especially
with SSB. Our run rate is a lot slower than if
we were running higher power. With little
chance of holding a frequency search and
pounce is our only option. Many of us can
only use simple antennas. Planning
restrictions, or in my case, the wife, soon
put a stop to thoughts of towers and beams!

I mentioned last month that we may have
something on SO2R (Single Op Two Radio)
and I think I may have pitched to
prospective authors at the wrong time of the
year with the two WW's coming up, but
Dave G4BUO has managed to dash off a
little something on how he goes about
it...over to you Mr.Lawley...

In last years contest Dale GM4ELV and I
both used Ten Tec Argonaut II's. Dale with
a 40m Delta Loop at 8m while I used an
inverted Half-size G5RV at 9m and a
Sandpiper vertical for 80 & 160m. Love
them or hate them, contests are a great way
of improving your country total, especially
when working QRP. Operators hear much
better when they need the points, especially
in the last few hours of the contest. New
QRP countries for me on SSB. during the
last years CQ WW were CN8WW on four
bands including 160m, with PJ4B and
MUOBKA on 40m. It feels good when you
break a large pile-up for a new multiplier or
country.

Much of my SO2R has been of the little
pistol variety. It's only recently that I
invested in a WXOB six pak and threw out
the six separate manual antenna switches.
Also for a long time the only antenna I used
on the second rig was a Butternut HF6V, on
receive only. This means you don't need a
second amp, or even a second transmitting
radio (though it is good to have one as a
standby, anyway). The vertical was mounted
in the front garden just for contests. It was
somewhat shielded from the main antennas
by the house.
Now that most of us are using computers
and just about everyone is using memory
keyers, there's little point in spending the
contest listening to your station sending CQ.
I started out building a simple relay circuit,
originally described in NCJ many years ago
by K8CC. You drive the relay from the 'vox'
TR relay used to switch the linear. When

Keep up the good work.
73, Carl GWOVSW
Thanks for the letter Carl and a sterling
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POSTBAG
From Alex, G3ZBE: The "Mike 5 calling

DX" article by Geoff Crowley MM5AHO
(September Digest, p.29) somehow struck a
cord with me. As a G3 perhaps that might
be a bit surprising?
I think that it is because I was for many
years very VHF orientated when I operated
from Scotland as GM3ZBE. I paid very
little attention to HF or CW operating
although I always had a sneaking admiration
for good CW operators, and felt somehow I
was not a real amateur, having never really
got past the 16 wpm level.
I have noticed however that a number of
very familiar UK VHF DXers have
appeared on the HF bands over the last few
years either with their existing class A calls
or more recently with a new persona via an
M5 call. Many of these people are not as
wet behind the ears as some non-VHF
operators might imagine, but have a wealth
of DX and contest operation experience.
They may have abandoned VHF because of
the change in the style of VHF operating in
this country? The channelised FM, repeater
type of operation very quickly leads to
boredom because there is no challenge.
Anyway that is why I lost interest in VHF
operation!
I think the September CDXC article "As I
lay Waking" demonstrates the point
perfectly. The whole attraction of HF
operation is the very unpredictability of it!
That is why the new commercial
communications systems such as mobile
phones and the Internet, for instance, are not
a threat in the long term to ham radio, in my
view. From a hobby point of view the very
certainty of 5-9 guaranteed communication
palls very quickly. This is what the repeater
aficionados on VHF completely failed to
appreciate. We need to be very careful that
we do not make exactly the same mistake on
HF in our anxiety to counter the perceived
threat!
For the above reasons I probably tend to

view myself more in the M5 camp than the
G3 camp, especially as the CW bug only bit
me a couple of years ago after 30 years of
SSB operating!
I don't want to restart any Morse debate, but
I don't think the situation regarding the
number of op's who persist with Morse and
carry on to become competent CW operators
is going to change at all? I would guess the
number of people in, say, the last 20 years,
who dropped or failed to progress with CW
after the 12 wpm test, was always pretty
high. I would guess maybe as much as 70 to
80% perhaps? Perhaps the removal of the
compulsion element may actually help
maintain or even increase CW operation.
After all it can actually be fun — if it does
interest you at all, then persist; it does take
time to get there but the satisfaction is well
worth it.
On that subject can I exhort CW op's to
support the RSGB slow speed cumulative
contests? They may seem tediously slow to
you, but I notice a number of M5's and
other new calls appearing and your help
would be very welcome!
I was somewhat surprised that there are only
250 or so MS's. I thought the number would
have been much higher. As to working lots
of DX, make the most of it Once we get to
all that silence on 15m and up during the
sunspot minimum, you can pass the time
drooling over QSL cards from the DX
you're working now!
Now a question, if I may, for Paul's QRZ
Contest section. As a relatively new HF
DXer, I would be interested to hear what
others think of the practice I heard in the
1999 CQWW phone contest where
American phone operators were soliciting
contacts in the European CW section of
40metres, e.g. "CQ contest, listening 7.001".
I yielded to temptation and worked some of
them and then immediately regretted it. Do
UK DXers generally think this is
acceptable? Do the organisers of CQ WW

condone this? If I don't do it am I losing
out?

DXCC countries, including 1,800 stations
on 6m.

Finally, could I ask you to mention that, on
my web site, I have recently done a practical
review of my experiences with the new
Cushcraft MA5B minibeam, I think it would
be of interest to the "little pistol" stations?
The site is at:

The team consisted of:
JAI BRK(Tachio Yonemura)
JA 1 RJU(Kazu Ogasawara=9M6JU)
JA4DND(Hiro Matsuura)
JK1OPL(Akihiko Ono)
JR 1 FBE(A oi Yonemura=JA1BRK/XYL)
JF2XGF(Junichi Ohashi)

www.g3zbe@freeserve.co.uk and still very
much under construction, but the MA5B
information is complete. I have no
commercial connection or interests in
amateur radio, so it is an unbiased report.

The cost of rooms at Layang Layang is now
RM 280/day. (US$74) The cost of the air
flight between KK and Layang is RM 660.
(US$174) On return to Kota Kinabalu, the
guys said they had a great week there and
that the pile-ups were as big as ever !!

73 Alex G3ZBE
(thanks Alex, and great to see you at
Windsor — Ed.)

With the reduction of divers, they are now
offering locals the opportunity to visit
Layang for a two-night stop over and full
board for RM590 (US$155). By the time
you get to read this I am hoping that I will,
at last, have visited Layang Layang.

From Phil, 9M6CT, HSO/G4JMB:

LAYANG, LAYANG "J" DXpedition,
12th to the 16th September 2000

Other news from Sabah. The Yaesu
Company is providing two full radio
stations to be established in Kota Kinabalu,
the equipment is in fact that which was used
by the above DXpedition. There will be one
station established in the Beach Resort
Hotel at Kinarut, 15km south of Kota
Kinabalu. The other will have a roof top
station in the Tang Dynasty Hotel, in down
town Kota Kinabalu, just across from the
Karamunsing Hotel, which the Chiltern
Group stayed at in 1998.

by Philip Weaver 9M6CT, your Asian
Correspondent, (or at least one of them)

Six members of the Japanese FEDXP Group
spent 5 days operating from Layang Layang
Island from the 12th September. They were
led by Tachio Yonemura, JA1BRK, their
President.
Below are the statistics accomplished during
this expedition and some up-to-date facts
concerning the cost of the hotel and flights
between Kota Kinabalu and Layang Layang.
There is a new Russian-built aircraft, very
similar to the old Otter they used previously,
which carries 29 people now operating
solely for the Island and they do one or two
trips a day as required. Unfortunately they
have been very badly hit with cancellations
since the kidnapping of the divers at
Sipadan Island.

Additionally, fantastic deals are being
offered by UK Travel agencies to spend ten
days at the various hotels here. The best of
course are the Shangri-la Tanjung Am
Beach resort Hotel and the new 5 star
Magellan Hotel. Saga are offering ten days
full board at the Tanjung Aru for around
£700. "The Travel Connection" in Dorking
(01306744317) a trading division of Kuoni
is offering ten days at the Magellan with
three local trips thrown in (no food) for
£600.

The report on their activities was received
from Kazu Ogasawara JRIRJU.
During the period 12-16 September we
operated 9MOF on 160-6m CW/SSB/RTTY
and logged about 14,000 QSOs in 108

GOWAT
GOKZO
G3HKO
MOO
28
G3LHJ
14
M2H (OP:GOOGN)
G3VPW
7

97,364
10,920
2,376
27,328
108,756
72,001
32,518

396
116
45
260
563
456
256

48
27
30
16
26
21
12

154
57
36
48
82 #2 WORLD
68 #4 WORLD
59 #2 WORLD

ASSISTED — High Power Packet Assisted
ENGLAND
Call & Category
G3TMA
A
G4PDQ
28

Points
241,082
138,592

QSO's
471
494

Zones
83
31

Countries
215
91

IRELAND
Call & Category
EI6FR
28

Points
370,678

QSO's
1269

Zones
36

Countries
118

SCOTLAND
Call & Category
GMOF(OP:GM4AFF) A

Points
1,818,180

QSO's
1958

Zones
126

Countries
429

SCOTLAND
Call & Category

Points

QSO's

Zones

Countries

GM6NX

4,496,224

3993

144

452

ENGLAND
Call & Category
M4T

Points
209,440

QSO's
619

Zones
53

Countries
167

SCOTLAND
Call & Category
GM7V

Points
16,595,772

QSO's
10054

Zones
197

Countries
729

Multi Operator Results

MULTI-SINGLE

MULTI-MULTI

All those marked in BOLD are CDXC Members...very well done one and all...an excellent
showing and there were new records set by the following in their respective sections: G4BUO M7Z G3WGV M5X(G3KKQ) G3XWZ MU/OH3GI MU/OH9MM GD4UOL
GI4SNC GM4SID GM3CFS GW3YDX GW3NJW GM4HQF G3LHJ G4PDQ GMOF
GM6NX GM7V.

The Sabah Government is also looking at
10

47

*G4UZN
*G4IUF
*G3IZD
21
*M5X (OP:G3KKQ)
*G5MY
"
*MOAJT
*G3XWZ
1.8
11

11

7

213,591
53,998
36,848
76,950
63,360
13,395
6,179

586
165
202
526
264
159
91

34
32
24
15
18
11
6

113
101
70
80
102
36
31

offering retirement to people who want to
leave England and settle out in Asia. If and
when this all comes to fruition and you want
to know, please drop me an e-mail and I will
get you put on the mailing list.

propagation permitting. QSL via G3PMR.
From Phil, G3SWH: Just to let you know

that Jan and I will be in Sri Lanka (IOTA
AS-003) from 9th to 22nd November 2000
and that I have been allocated the callsign
4S 7WHG.

Philip Weaver http://phil.weaver.org/
9M6CT & HSO/G4JMB

GUERNSEY — *Low Power (100w)
Call & Category
*MU/OH3GI A
*2UOARE
"
*MU/OH9MM 21

Points
67,116
66,255
411,635

QSO's
433
268
1668

Zones
22
25
33

Countries
80
80
100

QSO's
508
1225

Zones
24
80

Countries
79
210

QSO's
2808

Zones
83

Countries
299

NORTHERN IRELAND High Power and *Low Power (100w)
Call & Category
Points
QSO's
Zones
GIOKOW (OP:GIONWG) A 6,918,708 4831
163
GI4KSH
A
227,268
516
57
*GI4SNC
A
747,520
1465
65

Countries
553
157
227

IRELAND High Power & *Low Power (100w)
Call & Category
EI8IC
28
*EI4DW
A

Points
115,772
844,190

ISLE OF MAN — *Low Power (100w)
Call & Category
Points
*GD4UOL A
1,770,952

We will be travelling extensively during our
stay and I hope to be QRV on CW only all
bands from 40 to 10 metres for a few hours
on most days, circumstances permitting.
This will be a holiday type operation with
limited activity, although we will spend the
last few days relaxing on the beach at
Unawatuna in the south of the island, when I
hope to be a little more active.

From Alan, G3PMR: I shall be operating as

9M2/G3PMR from Langkawi Island (AS058) from November 9th to 16th, hotel
permitting. All attempts to verify that the
hotel will allow me to operate have so far
been met with silence! I'll be using the usual
IOTA frequencies (mainly 20m, CW &
SSB, but mostly CW), using one of the
IOTA FT900s kindly made available by the
IOTA Committee, into a dipole. This is a
vacation, not a DXpedition, but I hope to be
active for a couple of hours each day,

I will have my IC-706 and R-7000 antenna
with me. QSLs will be via G3SWH, either
direct or via the RSGB bureau.

2001 "Flying Horse" Callbook CD-ROMs
Winter Edition
Special Offer for CDXC Members

SCOTLAND — *Low Power (100w)
Call & Category
*GM4SID
A
*MMOBQI
"
*GM3CFS
28

Points
1,038,597
54,776
154,810

QSO's
1469
259
516

Zones
91
43
31

Countries
320
121
106

WALES - High Power and *Low Power (100w)
Call & Category
Points
QSO's

Zones

Countries

GW3KDB
GW3YDX
GW3JXN
*GW3NJW
*GW3 SYL
*GW3KJN
*GWOKZW

112
40
35
84
86
53
31

395
145
104
292
315
153
62

Zones
63
40

Countries
249
99

A
28
21
A
"
"
"

752,388
990,120
388,088
943,008
719,394
155,530
52,083

814
2444
1325
1402
1032
427
253

England ,Scotland, Wales, Northern Ireland QRP (5w)
Call & Category
G4ELZ
A
GM4HQF
"

Points
468,948
152,066

QSO's
812
522
46

The RAC "Flying Horse" Callbook is the standard source for world-wide addresses, with over
1.5 million entries, e-mail addresses, maps, QSL Managers, prefixes, QSL bureaux and much
more. It can now be run from your hard drive. You can print the address on your envelope or
label.
Order your copy today at the special CDXC rate of $40 USD by Air Mail
(The Publisher's price is $49.95 USD plus shipping!)
You can pay by Cheque, VISA, MasterCard and order by post, e-mail, direct from our Web Page
or by TEL/FAX at 716-677-2599. Mention "CDXC" with order. Offer expires 31/12/00.
The 59(9) DX Report, P.O. Box 73, Spring Brook, NY 14140 USA
WB2YQH, CDXC Member - Callbook Distributor
e-mail: the599rptgaol.corn
Web Page: http://members.aol.corn/the599rpt/dx.htm
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NICE TO KNOW
(Most of the items in this section come from the Internet, so are already in the public domain.
However, I include those which I think may be of interest, or useful to refer back to in the future.
I certainly don't see all possible sources, so do please pass on anything you think may be of
interest to fellow members. — ed)

PED

You can download a new callsign database for JE3MAS's PED CT simulator from the
www.klea.com web site. Follow Master Callsign Database link and look for masped.zip

two 48 hour marathons of the Phone and
CW legs...now by the time you read this
your voices may well have returned to
normal after shouting yourself senseless
Single Operator Results

ENGLAND - High Power
Call & Category

Points
4,233,732
2,437,394
1,846,520
1,325,340
1,041,216
599,186
591,838
224,145
96,432
537,840
366,288
314,696
835,086
626,316
442,636
314,360
826,485
200,655

QSO's
3490
2071
2062
1810
1604
978
987
383
291
1312
1081
1083
2141
1761
1300
958
2552
956

Zones
138
131
94
98
94
76
74
75
63
37
37
33
40
38
38
35
38
27

Countries
461
431
330
272
314
261
264
218
133
129
119
106
137
126
126
110
127
78

ENGLAND — *Low Power (100w)
Call & Category
Points
*G3WGV
A
2,369,120
*G4IIY
1,460,891
*G3KKP
907,062
*G4TSH
562,020
*G6QQ
525,018
*G3JKY
428,532
*G3VQO
401,016
*G3GGS
346,320
*G4DDX
183,887
*G3HZL
177,735
*G3JJZ
168,720
*G3WRR
155,023
*G4IDL
128,757
*G4ZME
77,088
*GOWHO
76,160
*G4SLE
44,616
*GOMRH
11,466
*GOMTN
28
304,155
*GODEZ
214,764

QSO's
2217
1645
1200
898
832
784
774
510
473
459
328
377
298
293
278
291
104
1032
759

Zones
110
98
84
78
73
66
64
75
59
61
71
52
65
36
40
40
22
32
31

Countries
426
339
293
262
245
202
244
221
170

Here are the statistics:

GOIVZ
A
It
G3TXF
G3UFY
t
G4BJM
G3WUX
G3RSD
GOLZL
G3LZQ
G3NAS
G3WVG
28
G3WGN
G8D (OP:G3SJJ)
G4BUO
21

SORT: Unique count: 69360; Non-Unique count: 73561; Input count 142921.

G5G (OP:GOLII) "

PED can be found at http://plaza16.mbn.or.jp/--masiii/
73 - Jim AD1C (i i re isert@alum.m i tedu) http://www.adlc.com
CT

I have updated the master callsign database files on http://www.klea.com
You can also get to them through the CT Vault.
I didn't have time to do a complete job this year, so this is last year's database, with about 350
new logs merged in, mostly WRTC and FRC club (big thanks to K3WW for compiling the FRC
logs every year).

I

MASALL.ZIP 34170 calls written

MASUSVE.ZIP 11521 calls written

G3PJT
G3UOF

MASTERSS.ZIP 11788 calls written

MASTERDX.ZIP 23416 calls written

M7Z (OP:G3VHB) 7
G4HTD
"

Here is the listing of the top-10 callsigns:
3847 RW2F 3435 HGIS 2808 KH7R 2805 6D2X 2621 J3A
2561 WP2Z 2513 P3A

2585 V47KP

2471 LY7A 2466 RU1A

And now the same for USA/Canada:
2085 VE3EJ

1489 K3WW 1447 W3PP 1415 W4MYA

1399 W3LPL

1398 KC1XX

1265 K3LR 1232 K3Z0 1228 VE6SV

1218 K8AZ

New country files have been uploaded to www.klea.com - the release notes are attached.
http://www.klea.com/cty/cty-1002.zip (CT/TR)
http://www.klea.com/cty/ncty1002.zip (NA)
http://www.klea.com/cty/wcty1002.zip (WriteLog)
The old E-mail delivery service has been discontinued - the mailing list and the web site are
NOT on the same computer any more. You can only download the files from the above links.
NA Notes:
Don't forget to run NAU after installing the updated COUNTRY.DAT file.
WriteLog Notes:
You MUST run the "Convert CTY to WriteLog" program from the Writelog
program folder.
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during the SSB escapade...so to whet your
appetite and tempt you once more to man
the barricades we have the results of the
1999 CW event.

"

45

194

157
135
192
79
79
103
41
103
101

quick run through the other bands and
picked up a multiplier this way twice. By
0245 (0345 Local) the adrenaline lost the
battle with drooping eyelids and I laid my
head on folded arms and slept soundly for
40 minutes. When I woke, I washed my face
in cold water and had a good drink of water
and felt as good as new but I was down to
79 for the next hour on 40m. At 0400 the
situation was 1378/123.

going for any trophies, I just wanted the
opportunity to enjoy a good station for once.
With a little tactical planning, I could have
had a much improved score probably adding
to my enjoyment. I should have QSYed
multipliers early on in the contest. Not
doing it with one of the two Orkney stations
I worked was a sin. The 40 minutes sleep
was not wasted because I really was wide
awake thereafter, but the breakfast break
was a mistake, I should have taken tea and
toast at the rig. I can see IOTA becoming a
real fun contest, almost like the Marathon
with lots of QSY activity.

0400-0800z

For the first hour of this period, I stayed on
40m, checking 80 and 20 from time to time.
I was down to 80 per hour partly due to
band checking. I had a 20-minute break for
a wash, Cornflakes, tea and toast - Clive did
NOT approve and with hindsight I agree
with him. I would have been better
employed at the grindstone. Suitably
chastened, I got stuck in again and by 0800
the totals were 1644/140.

I slept like a log on Sunday night and on
Monday, we had a look through the log for
obvious errors. We also had another try at
fixing the prop-pitch motor rotator. The
day, and the expedition, was rounded off
with a very nice dram and a meal at an
Anglers hotel which used to be the home of
Eric Linklater, the Orkney Poet and Author.

0800-1200z

I crossed the Pentland Firth in foggy and
drizzly weather on the 9.45 ferry on
Tuesday August 1st accompanied by more
frustrated British Airways travellers. My
car was waiting for me at John 0' Groats
and I set off for home in the fog. Within a
few miles, well before I got to Wick, I was
in bright sunshine and had a nice drive
down, arriving home at about 1600. The
first QSL card for GM4SID/P came with the
Wednesday morning post. I hadn't even
thought about having cards printed yet!

Clive left for a repeater committee meeting
over at John 0' Groats and I got down to
some serious running on 20m. Conditions
during the last 4 hours were good except
that 10m never opened for me. I was back
on 15m at 0840 and up to over 90 per hour.
At 0910 I had my first JA and this time I
must have been spotted because by 0913 I
had a solid JA pile up. But it only lasted for
about 40 minutes. They were all 15 pointers
of course and some of them were
multipliers. Around this time I worked
Richard GM4BVJ/P on Papa Westray and
Bob GM4DZX. What a fool I was, I should
have QSYed one of them, especially
Richard, for 4 extra multipliers and it was
for me to ask as I was the running station.
At 0945 I was at QSO 1800 and with 2 and
a quarter hours to go, I thought "I'm going
for 2000" and that's what I did. I actually
made it to 1972 with 9 dupes for 1963/159.
10041 QSO points times 159 is 1,596,519.

If the U.K. minister of transport, (who says
we should leave the car at home and take
public transport) should happen to read this,
it cost me about £40 for petrol and £24 on
the ferry compared with the £103.70
(reduced fare) by public transport. I should
have taken another three of British Airways'
fog bound passengers with me and made a
bit on the side Eh?.

So what did I think of my experience. Well,
I started out only wanting to see how I
would enjoy a 24 hour pile-up. I wasn't

As the leaves start to flutter in the wind like
a young lovers heart a contesters thoughts
once again veer towards CQWW and the
44

The release notes are as follows:
15 October 2000 (CTY-1002)
* Added VP8/UT 1 KY as callsign for Antarctica, CE9.
* Added FOOELY and FOOTOH as callsigns for Marquesas, FO/m.
* Added GS2MP, GZ and MZ as prefixes for GM/Shetlands.
* Added VB2R in CQ Zone 2 to callsign list for Canada, VE.
73- Jim AD1C
Greyline Maps

A recent request on the Contest Reflector for Greyline maps produced the following suggestions:
From Mike, N2MG: A quick search of eHAM's links database for greyline yields:

http://www.mapmaker.com
Check out their Sun Clock (free! --350K)
From Bill, W7TI: For Windows, try DXView. It's freeware and very good. Get it at:

http://wwvv.qsl.net/dxview/
From Fabian, DJ1 YFK: check out: http://dx.qsl.net/propagation/index.html
Conway Reef

No less than three DXpeditions have recently been announced to Conway Reef (3D2):
"It is again time to turn the beams towards South Pacific.
Dates: 5 April - 24th April 2001
Covering 3 full weekends and a total of 19 days of time on the Reef. It also mean that we will
cover the whole Easter week while on the reef ensuring maximum availability for all the
Deserving.
DXpedition plan:

This DXpedition will feature 4 complete stations running 24 hours a day.
• 1 Station for SSB 20,15,10
• I Station for CW 20,15,10
• 1 Station for 40, 80,160, RTTY and 6-meter
• 1 Station for SSB/CW 30,17,12
All stations featuring their own generators and kW amplifiers. The antennas featured will be the
highly successful Force 12 antennas previously used with additional set-ups for this DXpedition.
As with previous DXpeditions made by our team you will be able to expect good coverage on all
the bands for all areas.. Since Conway is once more high on the most wanted list in Europe that
will be the main target area. However as proven during the T31T/K operation there will be good
coverage also for those who are chasing band/mode countries... This time with one additional
station and longer time on the reef.
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Transport:
We have secured a suitable yacht for undertaking this DXpedition already and we have main part
of the logistical support that are needed for the operation. Down payment for the boat is already
taken care of.
DXpedition team: SM6CAS Nils-Goeran, SM7PKK Mats, SMODJZ Janne, OH1RY Pekka,
TF3CW Siggi, G4EDG Steve
3 of the operators have already been on Conway Reef once or twice and as can be noted the main
part of team are well seasoned DXpeditioners.

Additional operators:
Please note that we are looking for 2 more operators to join the team!

Budget:
This venue is budgeted at a cost of approximately 45,000$ any support from clubs and
individuals are greatly appreciated. As is a normal practice for our DXpeditions we focus our
attention on giving maximum availability by optimising our resources to very a high extent.
Regards from the organisers Mats 5X1Z and Nils-Goeran, SM6CAS"
"Bill, VK4FW, claims he and a group are also planning to go to Conway Reef shortly. No other
details were mentioned."
"Yet another group has announced they will ascend upon Conway Reef next year. This is the
third group in as many days to announce their intentions to activate the ARRL # 30 most wanted
DXCC Entity. Members of this group include YTIAD, YU1RL, YT6A, YU1NR, Z32AU
(YU1 AU), Z32ZM, and possibly one more operator from Central America. This group is
planning to be on the reef from February 5th to 15th 2001, which is right in the middle of
hurricane season. Equipment will include three complete stations, beams, a vertical and wires for
Topband. They are planning to be QRV on CW, SSB, RTTY, PSK31, FM and SSTV. The
licence was issued on October 5th and will be released to the public on February 5, 2001."
Isle of Man

GD - Steve, G4UOL plans to operate as GD4UOL from the Isle of Man (EU-116) between 17
November and 1 December. He will be active on all bands (10-160 metres) CW only and will
participate in the CQ WW CW Contest. QSL via G4UOL either direct (Steven Muster, Flat 4, 60
Genesta Rd, Westcliff on sea, Essex SSO 8DB, UK) or through the bureau. Skeds are welcome at
steve@g4uol.worldonline.co.uk More information about Steve's previous trips can be found on
his web pages at http://www.topcities.com/Personal/g4uol/
#CQDX

Due to reasons beyond my control, the #CQDX chat channel is being moved from Othernet. We
have moved to the WorldIRC network at irc.worldirc.org . Everything is exactly the same, you
will just have to reconfigure the address you connect to in your DX-Telnet, mIRC, or other IRC
software. Please visit http://dx.qsl.net/cqdx for information and instructions on how to plug the
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check over the band and picked up 4 mults
in the first 8 minutes before settling down to
running again. About this time, I discovered
that if I closed SDI down and immediately
loaded it again, I got the multiplier display
back which is something I suppose. At
2000z I had reached 774/56.

lunch I was off. Please note that there is no
DX Cluster north of Aberdeen.
1200-1600z.

I started on 20m and almost immediately
had pile-up conditions, mostly Europeans.
Only three pointers I know, but I wanted to
get some practice with the station and get
the "feel" of it. From time to time, I
checked 10m and 15m but although there
was some activity on 15, I stayed on 20.. I
had 200 up after 2 hours and 4 minutes and
decided to try 15m which had become more
lively. The rate on 15m was a little less and
still mostly Europeans although I was
beginning to pick up some NA stations.
Clive had been coming in from time to time
and I sensed the tension he was feeling. I did
a bit of S & P on 15m between 1430 and
1445 and was rewarded with 7 multipliers
(If only I had Teamed from this session), I
stayed on 15 and after 4 hours I was at
386Qs/22Ms

2000-2400z

Still on 15m things were going well in that I
was never without someone to log, I very
seldom had to send a CQ. I had noticed
some activity on 40 (I was itching to use the
four square). However before going there, I
checked 20 again and picked up my first JA.
I stayed on QRG for a few extra minutes in
case I had been spotted but there were no
more and I moved to 40m starting with an S
& P for 4 multipliers in 4 minutes. The four
square antenna has a four position switch for
NE, SE, SW and NW. The gain in the
chosen direction is very marked. On
occasion, I would hear a weak island station
maybe a mult, I would send IMI and turn
the switch with my left hand while he
repeated his call, typing it in with my right.
If the station came from say S2 to S9 plus,
imagine what it must have sounded like for
the other guy when I came back to him, that
always made me chuckle internally. I ran
40m for 40 minutes at over 100 q.p.h. but I
kept in mind that I might have only one
chance on 80m so went there at 2133. The
multiplier display was gone again so I
closed down and reloaded SDI and set off
working 100 in the first hour. Clive had
gone to bed by this time and it was a relief
not to have the owner looking over my
shoulder from time to time. Best DX on
80m was VK6HD at 2235. I finished the
first 12 hours with half an hour on 20m
picking up VE7UF for another NA
multiplier dead on 0000z. Now up to
1145/102.

At about 1400, I discovered a quirk and a
fault in the SDI software. The quirk was
that I worked LZ1KMS but SDI would not
allow me to enter his EU181 and this
problem cost me 4 minutes fiddling with the
programme. It would be better if SDI gave
a warning that no IOTAs were allocated to
LZ instead of refusing to accept one.
The fault was that the multiplier display in
the top left window was corrupt - later on it
went missing. This sort of thing undermines
confidence and I was wondering if I was
suffering RFI into my laptop or what?.
1600-2000z

I stayed on 15m for the time being still
checking 10m from time to time and finally
going over there at 1705 after a wee comfort
break. 10m was quite good now but it was
still short skip and I worked most of the UK
and European IOTA stations, the furthest
DX being UU7J/P, R1NWS and 9A/S56A I
continued on 10m until 1827 and after a
quick S & P, shifted back to 15m.
(644Qs/44Ms) On 15m, I started with a

0000-0400z

This part of the contest was spent in half

hour bursts on 80 and 40m with occasional
even shorter periods on 20. I usually had a
43

look around John 0' Groats. In the gift
shop, I picked up an Ordnance Survey map
of Orkney and looked for Clive's
Windbreck QTH (incorrectly called
Windbrake by the U.S.) and found the O.S.
mark for a radio or TV mast there. I will
state that this is the only Amateur Radio
mast marked on the O.S. Landranger series
anywhere in the country - unless someone
knows differently.

The antennas at GM3POI were:
Main Mast: A C31XR at 75 feet gives 7
elements on 10m, 4 elements on 15m, and 3
elements on 20m. An 80m inverted-vee
dipole on a halyard at about 72 feet.
Smaller Mast: One 15m 4 element Yagi at
32 feet and a 10m 4 element Yagi at 28 feet.
The rotator on this mast was working and
became my main antennas for these two
bands.

There were lots of coaches with fog delayed
British Airways passengers waiting for the
ferries and two coach-loads of Italians were
waiting to cross to visit the Church
converted from a Nissen but by Italian
prisoners of war whilst building the interisland "Churchill Barriers".

A 20m vertical with lots of ground radials
which often performed as well as the Yagis.
A 40m four square with over 100 radials
from each of the four verticals. Clive also
has four beverages which I used on the B
receiver to very good effect throughout the
24 hours.

The trip across the Pentland Firth was
smooth and the huge patches of turbulence
caused by the tidal currents were swinging
the ship off course as we passed through
them. Clive was waiting for me at the other
side and in next to no time I was at
Windbreck to meet Terry and her Mother
who was there on holiday.

I had a few runs over the switching
arrangements for all these antennas but even
then I am not sure that I was always on the
right one at the right time. But I was always
able to hear and work something.
We were chatting in the shack on Thursday
evening when we were visited by Richard
GW4BVJ. He was travelling up to Papa
Westray, the most northerly of the Orkney
Islands, for a 24 hour Mixed Mode IOTA
expedition from there. He came over on the
Scrabster ferry and had to wait in Kirkwall
for the Friday inter-island ferry so he
thought he would put the spare time to good
use by having a look at the GM3POI station.

The rest of Thursday and Friday was spent
inspecting the station, in particular the
aerials, and we visited the QTH of my
RSGB QSL bureau manager Bob Macleod,
GM4DZX at Rendall on the West Mainland.
Clive's prop pitch motor rotator on the
main mast needed calibrating so that the
commercial rotator controller could direct it
correctly, a job requiring two people. The
motor has a magnet fixed to the shaft which
activates a reed switch on each revolution.
The controller is set to count the correct
number of revolutions needed to turn the
boom to the required direction and stop. As
the boom kept stopping short of its correct
direction we came to the conclusion that it
was sending down less than the correct
number of pulses. We were unable to fix
this problem before the contest but Clive has
now been advised that an unused winding
on the motor should be shorted out to
prevent its magnetic field from affecting the
reed relay.

Saturday morning came at last and all the
SWRs and the equipment was checked over.
Clive's FT I 000D has the mod which Clive
thought of, and I devised, by which it is
possible to lock the two receivers together
and tune them as one from with the main
VFO. There is a separate AF path for each
receiver to a stereo phone socket which
gives a most satisfying effect when listening
to the same signal via two different antennas
and receivers, not mixed, one in the left and
one in the right ear. This facility, which we
both use in normal operation, was used right
through the contest. After an early light
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new address into your software. Thanks for your patience while we make this move. Feel free to
email me at n6rt@qsl.net if you have any questions or problems.
If you are not familiar with #CQDX, it is a popular IRC "chat room" which has been running for
over two years. Many DXers, contesters, and everyday hams from all over the world visit. Over
5000 different hams from over 170 different countries have visited #CQDX. The channel is also
connected directly to DX Summit and broadcasts DX spots, WVVV info, and announcements.
You can find out about #CQDX at http://dx.qsl.net/cqdx.
73 de Doug, N6RT
CQWW Records

Dear Fellow Contesters,
As promised the All-Time CQ WW CW records are now available for viewing at
http://www.cqww.com

With such a large undertaking, involving tens of thousands of data, errors are bound to creep into
the tables. If you notice an error, please do the following: send us the callsigns involved, the
country involved, the category in question AND the correction, with documentation, i.e. the
MODE and YEAR of the CQ WW Contest.
If you notice a callsign, which you know was operated by a guest operator, and none was given,
please tell us.
You can send all corrections to: mailto:questions@cqww.com
If you look at the records you may be surprised to find your callsign or you may find a record
that can beat.
73, Bob, K3EST, CQ WW Director
eHam.net

"If you have never visited, eHAM.net , I cordially invite you to stop by and take a look.
eHAM.net is an amateur radio resource, run by others passionate about our interest. We are
trying hard to provide a truly useful site from which we will all benefit. Your link will help us in
this effort greatly, and I hope you will find it appropriate to link back to us."
Agalega Postponed

Agalega 3B6RF Bulletin NR. 9 "We have to postpone"

Our landing permit for Agalega was cancelled, due to unexpected elections in Mauritius which
took place middle of September. Officials of the new Mauritius Government have asked us to
postpone the expedition for 2 to 3 weeks. This for security reasons. This creates severe
difficulties to us as there are only two regular ships per year heading to 3B6. There is only a ship
available beginning of October and another one beginning of May. Furthermore the time is too
short to organise another ship and in addition to that it would be far out of our budget. The ship
which we have chartered for our return from 3B6 to 3B8 costs us US $ 30,000. Also most of the
members could not extend or change their leave/holidays.
This absolutely unexpected situation is a real shock, as everything was prepared professionally,
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2 tons of equipment are customs cleared at the airport and we were ready to go. But I'm very
pleased to inform you that in spite of this fact the existing crew is still highly motivated to work
for the postponed expedition in May 2001. Unfortunately, probably not all of today's crew
members may participate in May 2001.
In connection with the postponement the following actions were/are necessary:
• Cancellation of airline tickets
• Cancellation of the air freight and get out the equipment of Swiss customs
• Found stores for the equipment for a period of 6 months
• Transport of the equipment to this store
• Ship YAESU equipment back to Germany
• Ship antennas back to USA
• Inform the DX community
• Inform all the sponsors, motivating then not to withdraw their donation
and so on and so on !!!
We of course shall continue with our open and comprehensive information policy and are
convinced to carry out a successful 3B6 expedition in May 2001. We shall publish, as already
done, a monthly bulletin to inform the world-wide DX community about the latest news. The
newest information you will find of course also on our website www.agalega2000.ch
Hans-Peter HB9BXE, Leader 3B6 DXpedition

QRZ CONTEST
Paul Brice-Stevens, GOWAT
Well hello and welcome once again to the
QRZ Contest column, where we hope to
edify, enlighten and (hopefully) offset any
sense of ennui one may be feeling as the
year draws inexorably to a close....0h get
on with it man I hear you say!

both Orkney and Shetland and I had already
done the IOTA from the Shetland QTH of
Danny GMODJI but I did not go hard at it
then, e.g. I went to bed for about 3 hours
during the night. If you know Clive, you
will know that going to bed would be
frowned upon so I steeled myself to go for a
"real" 24 hours on CW in IOTA 2000.

Not quite as much as one would have hoped
for in this issue, however, take heart as we
have a splendid article from Sid GM4SID
on his exploits in the far north in IOTA
2000...and I see from the IOTA claimed
scores page of www.E15131.com that Sid is
putting in a top 3 performance... vy well dun
OM...and thanks for the article.

There are many travel choices between
Aberdeen and Kirkwall, P & 0 run ferry
services from Aberdeeen to Kirkwall and
also from Scrabster (Thurso) to Stromness.
There is a short sea service taking 45
minutes across the Pentland Firth from John
0' Groats to Burwick on South Ronaldsay.

As it `Tis the season to be...Contesting'
...we also have the results from the 1999
CQWW CW courtesy of Roger G3SXW.

P5

Members of a multi-national group of amateur Radio operators met Thursday, October 19 in
Seoul, South Korea in preparation for a trip and possible demonstration operation of amateur
Radio in North Korea. Approximately six to eight hours before the team was to take a bus ride
north to P5, North Korean authorities informed them that permission to operate Amateur Radio
would not be granted. They were, however, given a new date of January 7, 2001 for possible
Amateur Radio operations. Team members will be returning home Saturday morning (Korean
time). Due to the sensitive nature of this operation only certain details could be presented to the
public at this time. More details to follow.
DXCC Status

Wayne Mills, N7NG/1, from Membership Services Department reports that the current turnaround for DXCC applications is about 8 weeks. They are working overtime to reduce this
figure. The ARRL will be installing a new computer platform. This will allow them to make
some improvements in the way the DXCC program works. By the end of the year 2001, they
should be able to generate an E-mail receipt automatically for each DXCC application received.
QSL Info

The K4UTE web site is at http://users.southeast.net/-rhicks/k4ute.htm and contains some very
useful info about odd calls etc that you can't find in QRZ or Buckmaster.
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Finally there is the extremely expensive Air
Service from Aberdeen, Glasgow and
Inverness run under a franchise from British
Airways using Saab 340 turboprop aircraft
and I chose this method. BA advised that a
special price ticket for £75.00 return was
available if I stayed in Orkney over
Saturday night. This was fine of course, but
there were no seats, up Thursday back
Tuesday and I had to take Wednesday to
Wednesday. The £75 became £103.70 when
taxes had been added.

Over to you Sid...

IOTA 2000 from Orkney. (EU009)
By Sid GM4SID.

This is a tale of a short contest operation as
a guest at Clive, GM3POI's station and the
problems of travelling to and from Orkney.

I duly arrived at check-in at 0900 on
Wednesday 26th July but Orkney was
closed by fog and the flight was cancelled at
1230. I decided to have my money
refunded and take the car next morning to
John 0' Groats for the short sea crossing.

Clive and his xyl Terry visit the USA fairly
frequently, which means that they need to
catch an early feeder flight to London or
Amsterdam. These flights leave about 0700
daily but the first flight from Orkney is at
about 0900, so they come down the previous
day and stay overnight with me at
Blackburn, close to Aberdeen airport.

The north road has been vastly improved
with new bypasses and bridges since my
working days and I was looking forward to
using it again. I left home at 0400 on
Thursday 27th July for the 225 mile drive
on almost deserted roads, arriving at John
0' Groats before 0900. It was a lovely
morning so I had a short nap in the car and a

Of course these overnight stays lead to
discussions about radio etc. - not a lot of
etc. mind - including repeated invitations to
visit them until eventually there germinated
the idea that I do the IOTA from Orkney.
When I worked for a living, I often visited
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target of 100 DXCC entities. OD5TE and
BD4ED gave me No. 92 and 93. Back at the
hotel later in the evening CU7AA, 8P6HX,
VP8CQO and CX7OF took me to 97!
Another trip to Amroth beach was called for
tomorrow!

entities as a GW SWL in relatively few
hours listening.

Prairie DX Group YJ DXpedition Update

Dear Fellow DXer:

The Review

Meanwhile, how did Simon fare in logging
200 different stations in the two weeks.
Very well, actually. He logged his 200' h

The 23rd dawned with total blue skies and a
promised temperature in the 80's. Plenty of
sun cream, a hat and numerous bottles of
cold water was the order of the day! The
bands did not disappoint either and within
50 minutes of listening, TA/JN4CAM,
3B8AD and 3A2MW had taken me to the
magic three figures. I also added T94WJ
and ZL3ACA for good measure. With my
target achieved, I QSYed to the local
hostelry to celebrate!

staion7MHzfrmuhtelon

The Prairie DX Group http://www.n9pd.com is pleased to announce that we will again have live
real-time on line logs available during our DXpedition. We also have incorporated other
exciting new innovations to our website and complement the DXpedition experience. Full
details are listed below in our Update #2. If you have any questions, please contact us at
kf9zz@arrl.net Please feel free to distribute the message listed below.

morning of our departure.
Looking back on the operation, I have to say
that the receiver gave a far better account of
itself than I had imagined and I would
recommend it to any SWL who is toying
with the idea of taking a small receiver on
holiday in the future. 100 DXCC entities
was rather wishful thinking at the outset, but
with the comparative ease of reception
afforded by the receiver and our idyllic
location at Amroth beach, it materialised
quicker than I imagined. It is worth noting
how different propagation was on the higher
bands compared to my South East London
QTH. Being much further west meant that
the near Europeans which cannot be heard in
London were extremely good signals. I
have never heard so many 5x9 PAs and DLs
on the HF bands before!

The receiver accompanied us to Amroth
beach for the last time on 24th August. The
enthusiasm had waned as I had achieved my
target and I have to admit to taking more
interest in Clare and Simon's beach pursuits.
However at 1530z, I decided to try
something different and Simon clambered
over some rocks to anchor the 12' extension
wire supplied with the radio. This improved
reception on the higher bands and stations
were logged on 24 and 28MHz - CP6XE
and ZS2JL on 24MHz and 9VIJA, ZS2I,
PR7FN, EK6OTA, S92SV on 28MHz. One
last look at 21MHz followed and I could not
decide if the extension wire improved
reception - I think not as VR2LW was better
copy using the receiver's whip antenna.
This was DXCC entity No. 107. Time for
one more new one - VP9HE on 14MHz back at the hotel at 2154z. So, 108 DXCC

This has been a rather different DXpedition
report write-up. I hope it has been an
interesting account to show what can be
done with a "basic" receive set-up by an
experienced listener and a comparative
newcomer to the amateur bands. I hope it
will act as a spur for other CDXC listeners
to a) take their hobby on holiday with them;
and b) share their experiences with
members.

Prairie DX Group DXpedition to Vanuatu Nov. 19-29, 2000

In 1998, as FP/N9PD, The Prairie DX Group http://www.n9pd.com became the first (and still
only) DXpedition to have our logs available live on-line in real-time. This November, during
our DXpedition to Vanuatu, we will again demonstrate real-time activity from a DXpedition on
an Internet web site.
We expect to be assigned the call YJOPD for our general operating and YJOV for the CQWW
CW Contest. Not only will we have live real-time logs available (including during the CQWW
CW Contest), we will add the following new features:
1.Live web cam updated every few minutes
2. Photo Gallery. Learn more about our DXpedition and about our destination, Vanuatu. Digital
pictures which will be regularly updated on our web-page.
3. A daily update message billboard with operating information for the day.
4. Recorded sound files and possibly live streaming audio from the DXpedition. Hear what the
pileups sound like in Vanuatu.
We have tried hard to incorporate Amateur Radio and the Internet because one of our major
goals to expose Amateur Radio to non-hams around the world. Hopefully we will be able to
interest a few of these non-hams to become licensed, or at least find out about our hobby. (If
you are a teacher/activities director/librarian/media director. and want to incorporate our
DXpedition into your classroom, please send us a message.)
Our DXpedition is both Ham Radio and Internet, with a twist for experimentation. For both
communication methods, please make an effort to work us while we visit Vanuatu. QSL Route
for the DXpedition (including CQWW CW Contest) is via N9PD, direct (please include SASE,
IRC or $) or via buro. DO NOT SEND QSL CARDS VIA "YJ VANUATU BURO.
For further information, please see our web page http://www.n9pd.com or contact us at
kf9zz@arrl.net 73s and bcnu from Vanuatu! The Prairie DX Group N9PD
Stew Perry Contest

The results for the 1999 Stew Perry 160 meter contest have been posted at
http://jzap.com/k7rat/stew.html Congratulations to the 29 plaque winners listed and to VK6VZ
who had the highest score.
The next Stew Perry contest will be held on December 30/31. The complete rules are also
available on the web page.
73 Tree N6TR, n6tr@contesting.com
40
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DX HOLIDAY WEB SITE.

Kenny, K2KW, has just launched a new Web site called "DX Holiday". The goal of this site is to
share information on DX operating locations, and DXpedition "how-to" information. He hopes
the readers find it helpful, and he especially hopes they will contribute to it! Check out:
http://pages.prodigy.net/k2kw/qthlist/
DX Telnet

Fabrizio, IK4VYX, has just released Version 4.8 of the very popular DX TELNET program.
It is available for download from these sites:
http://www.golist.net
http://www.qsl.net/wd4ngb/telnet.htm
http://www.powemetonline.com/—dbald/dxtelnet.html
http://www.01.net/ad5xa/dxt.html

Simon's main interest was to add islands to
his IOTA collection and he monitored the
bands mainly after breakfast and in the
evening before he went to bed.

were logged between 1040 and 1412z from
a /P site on Tenby beach. First station in the
log was SK2AU/L from Gasoren
Lighthouse on 20m. Other Europeans
followed, including TF3AX/6, but at 1120z
WIIJU was heard on 18MHz. More
Europeans followed, but a QSY to 15m at
1310z added DS4AKP, DS2BGV, UA9MO,
JA7YAL, YBOLBK, EA9PD, VNOLN,
DU8DJ and VU2DK - all on a whip antenna
sitting on a deckchair at sea level!

Although I checked the bands at night from
the hotel and found some good DX, I was
keen to see what could be achieved from
quieter /P locations - and could I hear 100
DXCC entities in 2 weeks as an SWL in
GW. Simon, on the other hand, set himself
a target of logging 200 stations.

Simon preferred to swim and carry out some
beach excavations, but wanted to do some
"catching up" when we returned to the hotel.
The Lighthouse Weekend was still in full
swing and he logged OZ3EVA/L (EU171),
GB2LO (Orkney Is.), OZ2FG/L (EU172),
GB2PV/L, GB2SL, LX7HJ and LX8DL.

The Log

73 John K1XN@golist.net http://www.golist.net

Our first week's weather was not /P weather
and all our listening was done from the
hotel. The most interesting stations in
Simon's log in the first week were 20m: HBO/PI4TUE, VK4BIF, ZB2CI,
3V8ZY

DXView

Given a callsign or prefix, DXView determines the associated DXCC entity, reporting its
location and beam heading from your QTH. DXView presents a world map, upon which beam
headings, stations you spot, the sun's position, and the solar terminator are continuously
displayed. DXView can also display country maps for more than 250 DXCC entities. A PC
running Windows 95, 98, 2000, or NT with an SVGA or better display is required. DXView is
free, and contains no advertising. Commercial use is expressly forbidden.
Version 1.0.0 of DXView is available via http://www.qsl.net/clxview/; this is the first beta
release. Both the program and its optional bundle of country maps are large - a 12.5mb
download for the former, and a 6.8mb download for the latter. You'd be wise to review the
screenshot and online help before downloading; both are accessible via the above URL.
73, Dave, AA6YQ

The 21st saw a /P operation from rocks
about 10' above the beach at Amroth,
Pembrokeshire - an idyllic spot and the one
Simon and I chose to have on the front of
our joint holiday QSL card. The bands were
so quiet and there seemed to be little
activity.

40m: CT3BX, EA8BEW, GB2QM,
KP4BME, 0Y4TN, PR7ARV, TR8IG,
7X2LS
IOTA: ISOLYN/IMO (EU-024), EJ7IQ (EU121), SV5TS (EU-001), ES4BG/8 (EU178), IK2PZG/8 (EU-037), 7S6LGT (EU043), DLORUG/L (EU-057)

However, 21MIIz provided 9K2HS,
YB7BS, 9V1WW and the VK9XY
DXpedition! - again just using the whip of
the SW7600G receiver.

Simon logged 105 different stations in this
first week in 27 DXCC entities.
My log shows 76 DXCC entities in the first
week, including -

Simon added two new islands for IOTA UR3GA (EUI 79) and SV8/IZ2AEQ
(EU052) and heard M2000Y/MRU79 bringing back memories of M2000A. He
also added UN8GF on 7MHz and he was
now nearing his target with over 170
stations logged.

17m: V26ET, VP5VAC, YBODX
WRTC Awards

The Slovenian Contest Club have announced the list of awards for working WRTC stations.
Congratulations to Fred, G4BWP, for making second place in the world. Five UK stations
feature in the results. Full details are available on: http://wrtc2000.bit.si/awardsl.htm
World-wide
1. SM3EVR (292) 2. G4BWP (264)

3. UA3AP (246)

T-shirts - Europe (worked over 160 WRTC QSOs)
1. SM3EVR 292
5. LY2PX 225
9. G3TXF 202
13. UA6LTI 172

2. G4BWP 264
6. UA6AF 216
10. SMOAJU 201
14. OH8CW 168

3. UA3AP 246
7. OH2BU 211
11. OH2OT 189
15. RA3XO 167

Worked all 53 WRTC Stations (HQ stations included)
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4. SM2EKM 239
8. GM3POI 202
12. G3VHB 174
16. S50C 161

20m: CP6XE, FP5BU, HS0/1K4MRH,
NP2BT, TR8IG, XQ5CIE, ZP9XG
40m: EA8ZZ, EA9PB, FM5GU, LU1IV,
5H5A

The Beach

The weather improved on the second
Saturday (the first day of the Lighthouse
Weekend) and saw us in Cardigan. The sun
was shining and we spent 30 minutes in a
pleasant location overlooking the River
Teifi (WAB SN16). 40m was alive with
special event stations and Simon and I
logged 13, including GB2LZL operating
from The Lizard. My appetite had been
whetted and on 20th August 68 stations

The next day again saw a /P operation from
Amroth beach.
FY/F5AEG, RUOAFA, YBODX and
SM/DL1 EBR (EU084) were added to the
log from a quick scan of 18 and 21 MHz.
Robin, DU9RG was heard on 21MHz and
VK9XY was logged to prove the first
logging was no fluke. Now in the "nervous
nineties", I was looking to get closer to my
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13832) and the IOTA contest would take
place while we were in the Lake District.
All the ingredients were there, but the idea
was shelved as I could not decide which
radio to buy.

SWL DXPEDITION TO....WALES!
- HAVE RECEIVER, WILL
TRAVEL
David Whitaker BRS25429 provided an
account of his holiday SWLing from EA8 a
couple of years ago. This year, its my turn!

However, we were off to Pembrokeshire in
west Wales in mid-August and World Radio
magazine, given to me by visiting amateurs
from W6, carried an advert for a Grundig
YB400. My interest was re-kindled and
once Simon found out what I had in mind,
he provided the enthusiasm to bring the idea
to fruition.

Most members enjoy reading about
DXpeditions. This article looks at a
DXpedition with a difference - SWLing
from several /A and /P locations in west
Wales. It shows what can be achieved using
a fairly "basic" Sony ICF-SW7600G
receiver and simple antennas.

The Radio

Taking a receiver on holiday was always
one of the first considerations in the early
70s when holidays were spent with my
parents on the south coast of England. In
those days, I used a Codar T28 receiver
which covered 80 and 160m only. Every
opportunity was taken to monitor 160m for
local stations during the day and for longer
distance stations later in the evening.
In those days, DX on 160m was hearing
another G in the Midlands or in East Anglia.
Stations in GM were a rarity and even rarer
were the few stations that used SSB from
the near continent - PAO and DL. Oh, how
different things are now! 80m was my
favourite band in those days and time was
spent every evening monitoring the top
10kHz of the SSB portion of the band for
DX.

After a visit to a radio store in London, we
decided to purchase a Sony ICF-SW7600G
receiver (and headphones). The radio is
small (7" x 5"), is quite light and takes up
little room in a suitcase among the usual
holiday items. It runs on 4 x AA batteries
(but can also operate from a 6v DC supply not supplied). It receives SSB (USB and
LSB) and provides continuous coverage
from 150kHz to 29.999kHz. Tuning the
stations is achieved by a "wheel" on the side
of the radio. There are 30 memory presets
available, but we tended to tune the bands
directly using the numeric keypad - punch in
"14195" and hit "exe" and you are on
14.195kHz waiting for the next DXpedition
to appear! The radio comes with a built-in
whip antenna and a clip-on long wire.
However, before we left for Wales, Simon
and I made up a 33' long wire which
improved signals even more when tried at a
height of 6' from the home QTH - I2VRN
was much stronger on 40m and a UN8 was
heard on 20m. There is no S meter on the
SW7600G, so reports have to be "audio"
reports. Log sheets were prepared and we
headed off to Wales.

Moving on a decade, holiday listening
turned to VHF using an FM receiver from
guest houses in Cornwall and I recall that
one afternoon did provide stations from the
north coast of Spain.
The Idea

Playing "holiday radio" was not an option
while Clare and Simon were young, but now
that Simon RS177448 in particular has
shown a keenness to become more involved
with amateur radio, I toyed with the idea of
purchasing a compact receiver to take on
holiday this year. Simon has become
interested in IOTA (he has Record Book No.

The QTH

Our /A location was a 5 star hotel on the
outskirts of Tenby (WAB SN10). Although
it was in a semi-rural neighbourhood, the
bands were noisier than I had expected.
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1. YV I DIG
5. W1GD
9. UA6AF
13. SM3EVR
17. R3SRR
21. NO2R
25. K3WW
29. G4BWP
33. EMOHQ

2. W4NL
6. W1AW
10. UA3AP
14. SM2EKM
18. OH8CW
22. N3OC
26. JA5DQH
30. G3VHB
34. EA5FX

3. W2FXA
7. VE2ZP
11. UAOFZ
15. S5OZRS
19. OH2OT
23. LY2PX
27. GM3POI
31. G3TXF
35. DL2HBX

4. WING
8. UT5URW
12. SM3TLG
16. RA3XO
20. OH2BU
24. K8AZ
28. GB5HQ
32. EW5HQ

From Bert, PA3GIO:

PA3010 - VK9CQ - VK9XV returned home Friday 15th September via Jakarta - Singapore to
the Netherlands with more than 20,000 QS0s as VK9CQ from Cocos-Keeling and 14,000 as
VK9XV from Christmas Island. The trip to Cocos-Keeling was via Christmas Island, and we
landed on Christmas on Thursday 24th August. Welcomed by the VK9XY team Stefan,
DH 1 SGS and Toby, DH I TW, whose activities just has been ended with a result of 12000 QSOs.
They had worked with a beam and 500W from another QTH on the north coast of Christmas
Island. I was worried regarding my QTH but it turned out to be almost the ideal spot on the
island: The North West corner (Rocky Point) on a cliff with an uninterrupted take off over the
very deep ocean from west to north-east. Since I noticed that the Hill which otherwise blocked
the path to the East just ended at that spot, my worries came to an end, there was room enough
around it and just before dark, although not planned, I tried to put up the antenna...
wrong...because in that hurry everything went wrong and I decided to call it a day..But the
rental car was very close to the balcony of this magnificent "cosy " building ( a renovated old
morgue!) so that was the time to bring out my secret weapon... The mobile antenna. The
OutbackerPerth (!), from the balcony I worked with this.... VK9XV was on the air, although I
knew better, at that moment I was not to sure regarding the results so I called a VK6 on 14.320
and had a 5 (!) minute QSO with him. After this I was discovered by Tony 5Z4FZ, then I started
on 21.271, after the first Cluster spot in JA, EU was there and yes many.., I got reports from 55
to 58 in general. A break for dinner. Then from 14.38 to 17.43 UTC on 21.260 5 to 15 up, The
next evening I used 15 and 17m EU and North America, very busy!
I used the mobile ant again on the first day on Cocos-Keeling due to the late arrival time of the
plane and again after our return to Christmas Island a week later. The other antenna I always use
is 2 x 20m with open feeder line together with a "real" (without balun) balanced tuner for 80 to
10m. I used my fishing rods attached on some iron sticks in the ground, the height was 8m above
the ground and on Christmas Island the feed-point was a bit higher with the advantage of the
sloping cliff to the ocean below.
On Christmas Island I did receive countless real reports of S9 up to S9+20 from North America
and Europe. I was happy with the many occasions I was able to work South America because it
was most needed there. Many days I started around 09.00 - 10.00 local time (02.00 - 03.00UTC)
with no signals on the bands, I was be able to work North America on 1 Om in this period but the
activity was quite low, even I was reported strong with Cluster spots on the local Cluster and on
the Internet, after Europe was waking up around 07.00 UTC there was more traffic and it
became really serious at sunset. It was hard to tell them I had to go QRT for one hour for Dinner
but it was the only break for me until around 20.00 UTC when it seemed I did work everyone (?)
and propagation was going down, Many days I was going to sleep between 03.00 - 04.00 local
time.. And wake up at 07.15 local time, my xyl was going to Dive! :-)
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And yes I was now and than exhausted :-) I even used 80m with USA and SA and JA on a few
nights. Many reported they had worked on 4 or 5 bands. I thank you all for working me, sorry I
was very short, it is the only way to get many QSOs and for me to save my well needed energy
(!) It was my most successful operation, when you realise the reports and the QRB...
The QSLs... As soon as they are ready... (Except the calls who seem not to reply to my QSLs!)I
will bring for every QSO all QSLs to the central Dutch QSL Bureau (DQB) who send the QSLs
every month to each country. The Website will be uploaded with new pictures etc. in the near
future.
73, Bert, PA3GIO
My website (Netherlands): http://www.xs4all.nl/—pa3gio/
Mirror website (USA): http://www.qsl.net/pa3gio/
QSL Database

I've updated our DX Cluster software packages (OZ2DXC). The QSL Data base contains now
266158 Unique records. This is 3588 New records and 508 changed since July 2000.
The package is available at: http://www.muurkrant.com/pi4com/OSLDatabase/index.html
oz7c0600.exe (3.2Mbyte)
Remember the package is written for DX Cluster Software, however QSL.FUL file is in txt
format, this mean it can be "Viewed" in any text editor which handle approx. 12Mbyte !!!
We also have a search machine running on the Internet: http://www.hammall.com (QSL MGR
search) weekly update, normally Monday Feedback with correction is welcome !!.
I would like to thank all the users, for the feedback concerning incorrect data. There is no way
without feedback, to keep updated QSL INFO !!!
73 Boye OZ7C oz7c@qsl.net

FOOAAA Videos
The Official FOOAAA Clipperton Island DXpedition island video is now available. This has
been written and produced by James Brooks 9V1YC. The video is available in Europe for $15
plus $5 postage from Declan Craig EI6FR, 167 St. James's Road, Greenhills, Dublin 12, Ireland
Special Offer .. for those who do not yet have the ZL9CI video
Both Videos may be had for $20 plus $5 postage.

FOR SALE
Cushcraft 203CD 20M 3ele monoband Yagi. Excellent condition. £180
Cushcraft 13B2N 2M 13ele Yagi. Excellent condition. £40
Buyer collects (Lincolnshire)
Telephone David (01778) 440 079 or via E-mail David@G4DHF.Freeserve.com
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SWL NEWS
Bob Treacher, BRS 32525
(brs32525@compuserve . corn)

Mick Toms BRS31976 and I, assisted by
Simon RS177448 and Clare RS102891
provided the exhibits and manned the UK
SWL stand at this year's HF & IOTA
Convention in mid-October.

year has included organising M2000A, the
job of checking logs took very much a back
seat. Now, the Digest includes results and
write-ups of CQ160 1999 & 2000, CQWPX
1999 & 2000, IOTA 1999, RSGB SWL
1999 and the CQWW SWL Challenge. It
also includes the rules for CQWW 2000, the
Cray Valley SWL (formerly the SMC LF
Contest), CQ160 2001 and CQWPX 2001.
Copies are still available. Anyone requiring
a copy of the Digest can send 2 IRCs or $2
(each copy cost £1.03 to produce) to 93
Elibank Road, Eltham, London SE9 1QJ.

Although I asked for input, none was
received. To ensure an SWL presence at the
UK's premier HF event, Mick and I
prepared everything to ensure that this
year's SWL exhibit was interesting,
informative, and a success. Most sought
after, was a listing of useful Internet websites — SWL pages, callsign directories, DX
News, Contests, DX Newsletters, SWL
logging software, DXpeditions, QSL card
printers, RAE, scanning receiver software,
Trade and e-qsls. Basically, everything an
SWL with Internet access needs.

For those CDXC SWLs who prefer to do
their DXing on CW (there must be some!),
try to remember to put in an entry to the CW
section of this year's CQWW SWL
Challenge. The idea of the event is to
improve listeners' perception of band
conditions and propagation, and it is a surefire way to boost your country totals on the
6 "traditional" bands. Entries to me
postmarked no later than 29th December.

A display of low band QSL cards was also
viewed with interest — especially the one
from a W7 on 160m SSB! There was also a
display of SWL cards from around 25
different DXCC countries. Robert Small
BRS8841 provided an interesting view of
IOTA from an SWL's viewpoint and I
produced "SWL reports — how not to do it!".
This included a section on how our licensed
colleagues should reply to SWL cards —
several amateurs specifically asked for
advice at the event, so preparing the
information sheet proved quite timely.

I shall be answering your SWL reports to
D68C next year. It will be the 5th major
"DXpedition" that I have handled cards for.
The others were 4SOUK, C56DX, 9MOC
and M2000A. I still have plenty of cards for
all the above, so look through your log and
see if you've sent your cards off yet. I am
pleased to have been asked to carry out the
SWL QSL role again and I look forward to
replying to your incoming cards.

Next year, it really would be good to receive
some input from other SWLs. As I already
know that I am involved with a special event
station on the same weekend as next year's
Convention, it is likely that I will be
unavailable. As an SWL exhibit at the HF
Convention is now the norm, please give
some serious thought to getting involved.

Yet again there is no news from CDXC
SWLs. You are either too busy chasing DX
or you are all completely inactive — which is
it?? If the former, write or e-mail and tell
me what you've been up to, so I can include
the information in this column next time —
otherwise it'll be back to what's new from
the BRS32525 shack!

I have now "published" the BRS32525 SWL
Contest Digest 1999-2000. As my time this
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2. a Conversion Sheet Companion, in the
form of a complete listing of qualifying
islands in the old groups affected by the
conversion exercise (this includes valid
islands added since the Directory was
published, taken from the list of Additional
Qualifying Islands)

with the problem by relying on adding the
island name in manuscript. Furthermore,
please do not try to move the problem on to
us by asking us, for whatever reason, to tell
our checkpoints to accept your cards
exceptionally!
The reason for this tightened procedure is to
move IOTA to a position where checkpoints
can routinely reach a decision on each card
submitted on the basis of the information on
that card and in the Directory. We have to
move checkpoints away from constant
reference to atlases, maps, personally
maintained lists and HQ back-up facilities.
It follows that the name of a town or village
cannot be an acceptable alternative to the
island name since, by requiring reference to
an atlas, it multiplies processing time many
times over. Nor is the IOTA reference
number by itself enough, or the IOTA group
name taken from the Directory (except in
relatively few cases).

3. a list of Frequently Asked Questions
(FAQ), covering the main queries.
These will help you, step by step, to convert
any confirmed islands on your existing
record that may be affected by the revisions.
Finally a reminder that you need only to
complete Part 1 of the Conversion Sheet at
this time involving the checking of a
maximum 21 cards.
ISLAND STATIONS, NEW QSL
REQUIREMENTS

Only 4 months to go before the new IOTA
rule comes in about the need for island
names on QSLs. Have you checked that
your cards are valid and will be accepted
after 1 January? It's a very simple test. Just
check to see if your card bears the name of
an island listed in Directory 2000* as
qualifying for your IOTA group? If not, then
act now to prevent the real possibility of it
being rejected.

So, Island Stations, please remember that
careful attention to QSL design can save
your contacts a lot of disappointment and
IOTA Programme administrators a lot of
time. We can no longer operate on any other
basis.
SO PLEASE SPECIFY THE ISLAND,
FIRST CHECKING IT IN THE
DIRECTORY.

If you are getting new cards printed for
contacts made after 1 January, ensure that
the island name (of course, one appearing in
the Directory listing) is printed on them. If
however you are intending to use your
current stock of cards and they don't
mention the island name, you have the
following options. You can have the cards
overprinted with the island name, you can
get a rubber stamp of the island name and
stamp each card individually, or you can
print the island name on the computerised
QSL label. Whichever route you choose, the
island name must be reasonably prominent
and the card must be totally unambiguous as
to the location at the time of contact - this
may require a few extra words of
clarification on the card. Do not try and deal

* A list of additional qualifying islands is
now available on the IOTA Manager's
website.
CANCELLATION OF PROPOSED
IOTA CONVENTION IN OPORTO

The IOTA Committee has been officially
informed that the IOTA Convention
scheduled for May 2001 in Oporto will not
now take place. The Committee would like
to thank the organising team in Portugal
who have been working on this project over
the last 12 months and share their
disappointment that it will not be possible
this time.
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Comoros Site Visit
Secrets, No.1 - Plan, Plan and Plan Again
Don, G3OZF made an advanced trip to the
Comoros as part of the team's planning
schedule. Here is his report.

at the edge of the field where we will locate
the antennas. This allows minimum lengths
of feeder runs, and maximum ease of
turning the beams. Fortunately the rooms
are air-conditioned, as the temperatures in
February will be 38-40 degrees Celsius,
with very high humidity.

I made an eight day trip to the Comoros in
September 2000 to check out the site for our
February 2001 D68C expedition.
Air travel was via Mauritius, as it will be for
the main team next year. There are no
European carriers who fly to the Comoros
and all flights involve at least one change of
plane. We have identified a convenient hotel
for the necessary overnight stop on the way
to D68 in February.
On arrival at Mitsiamouli on Grande
Comore, I soon realised that we had a great
location for antennas. The site is right at the
edge of the sea, at the North of the main
island, with a 180 degree sea path from
West through North to East. Wonderful! On
top of this, it is also very quiet electrically.
Our only problem in February is likely to be
from storm static, as it will be the rainy
season. The long path to the US is a little
shielded by a mountain to the south-east, but
we can do nothing about this.

44101t061eov-'
___,.."
The power supply is not totally reliable, and
we will be preparing a routine for how we
will handle QSOs that are interrupted by
power failures. Fortunately, power is
generally restored after a cut within one
minute.
We have arranged Internet access so that
will make it much easier to upload the logs
to our log server - we will not need to use
the satellite phone we used on Spratly.

Discussions with those who would be
involved in getting our container and three
tons of equipment to the site were detailed
and comprehensive. We are now confident
that we can get the equipment to our site
safely and well before we arrive.

Whilst at Mitsiamouli, I operated for a little
while as D68/G3OZF on most bands from
3.5-28 MHz, with 100 watts and a simple
Butternut antenna, using both SSB and CW.
Working just a few hours each day, the pile
ups were enormous. With the big antennas
we will have in February, it is going to be a
wild time ! The QSLs for my modest
operation are pouring in, and all will be
cleared quickly - the cards are due from the
printers at the beginning of October.

We have surveyed the location and have a
plan for the location of the antennas. We
should be able to operate with the planned
four-squares on 80 and 40, phased verticals
on 30m, a single vertical on 160 and monoband beams on the other bands. There is
some space for beverages, but the directions
may not be optimum.

The welcome from the Comoran people was
very warm - almost everyone on the island
seemed to know that D68C was coming in
February ! We look forward to a most
enjoyable expedition.

Antenna erection may take quite some time,
as the land is very rough, and guy stakes
will need to be planted in lava rock. We will
be operating from four little bungalows right
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GENERAL TOP ICS
Pacific — Palm Trees — Paradise ?
Kiribati Adventure, 1999

This would be the biggest, longest and
possibly the hardest DXpedition undertaken
by Sigi DL7DF and the team. After costly
and complex preparations, Tom, DL2RUM,
Sigi and Frank, DL7UFR, set out on 15th
October. The complete team came together
at Berlin airport — Sabine, Rudi DL7VFR
and Marieanne DD6UYL, Tom DJ6TF and
Norma, Tom DL7BO and Christiane, and
Wolf DL2NWK. The Kiribati adventure
could start. Already we were faced with the
first problem, a computer crash at the airport
which caused anxiety about meeting our
flight connections. Fortunately our flight left
on time, so that we were able to make our
connection in Frankfurt for the onward
flight to Los Angeles, arriving 11 hours later
around 2015. On arrival there were long
faces; a suitcase which should have been
loaded at Frankfurt failed to appear. We had
planned a day stopover in Los Angeles, to
give us the opportunity to catch up on our
sleep and stretch our legs after the long
flight. It was interesting that there was a
small earthquake around 0230, which a third
of the team slept right through. The
following day was an opportunity for a trip
to Hollywood, and a walk along Sunset
Boulevard. Saturday evening we headed off
to Nadi, Fiji, another 11 hour flight landing
Monday morning in warm and humid Nadi,
having therefore spent the whole of Sunday
in the air! (by crossing the date line!) The
final day of travel would take us from the
relaxing paradise of Fiji to Tarawa, Kiribati.
On 19th October at 0300 we took the last
hop to Tarawa, three hours on a Boeing 737.
At Tarawa airport we awaited Skipper John,
who would take our heavy equipment to the
hotel. The journey from the airport to the
hotel gave us our first opportunity to witness

the environment and lifestyle of this Pacific
atoll, perhaps influenced by the burning
sunshine and temperatures of 30 degrees or
more. But instead of staying in our rooms,
we demonstrated how crazy we were by
starting on the erection of antennas and
equipping the shack. Here at the hotel with
its pointed zinc roof and traditional annex
covered in palm leaves, the limited space
near the sea would have to provide the
setting for the erection of the 5 beams, plus
verticals for 80 and 160m. The living
accommodation was surrounded by a 4m
high system of storm drains, which was not
ideal, but two substantial boundary posts
offered us more height so that, over a width
of 30rn we set up a 3-element Moseley
beam, two A3WS Yagis, the 4-element 10m
Yagi and a vertical for 30m. That left hardly
any space for the 6-element 6m Yagi. The
40m vertical would have to be sited in front
of the protective fence; this would later
become a problem. The first consequence
was that we had to find a new location for
the A3WS, out in the lagoon and just 2m
above water at high tide! For 30m, we used
two phased verticals to give some valuable
gain.
To install the lowband Beverage antenna,
Sigi and Tom (DL7BO) had to throw
themselves into the waist-high waters of the
lagoon (at low tide!) to run out 200m of
wire between 3m high masts, while at the
same time enduring the mockery of the
remaining team members who were able to
keep their feet dry!
In the main shack we had three IC-735 plus
kW PAs and, in the second shack, a TS-570
and FT-847 running barefoot, which
together with the TS-50 allowed us to
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Kotiluoto
EU-097
OH2/JR3QHQ/P
Hemholmen Island (July 2000)
EU-147 RAI QQ/I Kishkin Island (July
2000)
EU-147 RAI QY/1 Kishkin Island (July
2000)
EU-147 UEIRRC/1 Kishkin Island (July
2000)
EU-174 SV8/IZ7ATN/P Amoliani Island
(June 2000)
EU-177 SMOELV/5 Missjo Island (July
2000)
EU-178 ES1QX/8 Kihnu Island (June 2000)
EU-178 ES4BG/8 Kihnu Island (August)
EU-178 ES4ABO/8 Kihnu Island (August
2000)
EU-178 ES8X Kihnu Island (July 2000)
EU-179 UR5ZEL/P Berezan' Island (July )
EU-180 UU7J/P Kosa Tuzla Island (July
2000)
EU-181 LZ1KMS Sveti Anastasiya Island
(July 2000)
EU-181 LZ I NG/1 Sveti Anastasiya Island
(August 2000)
EU-183 YP1W Sacalinu Mare Island
(September/October 2000)
EU-184 OH8T Hailuoto Island (August
2000)
EU-184 OH8/IK3GES/P Hailuoto Island
(July 2000)
EU-185 UE6AAA Sudzhuk Island (July)
EU-186 TAO/IZ7ATN/P Gokceada Island
(June 2000)
EU-186 TA/SP6TPM/M Gokceada Island
(July 2000)
EU-187 SV9/IZOCKJ/P Gavdos Island (July
2000)
EU-187 SV9/IWOFQZ/P Gavdos Island
(July 2000)
NA-213 K4USI/P Dauphin Island (August
2000)
NA-216 KL7AK Cove Island, Kudiakof
Islands (August 2000)
0C-075 YB5NOF/P Bintan Island, Riau
Islands (July 2000)
0C-111 YJOAXC Tongoa Island, Shepherd
Islands (August 2000)
OC-197 8A3B Bawean Island (July 2000)
OC-107 YB5N0F/P Singkep Island, Lingga

Islands (July 2000)
OC-210 YB5NOF/8 Sangihe Island,
Sangihe Islands (March 2000)
OC-234 VK6BM Browse Island, Western
Australia Outliers (Sept 2000)

Note: This list includes operations where
validation material was volunteered, i.e. not
specifically required for credit to be given.
In all cases, cards now submitted will be
accepted by Checkpoints if they meet
normal standards. This means that the island
name must be on the card.
IOTA DIRECTORY 2000: ADDITIONAL
QUALIFYING ISLANDS

Islands that have been found to qualify since
publication of Directory 2000 are added to a
list of Additional Qualifying Islands on the
IOTA Manager's website at
http://www.eo19.dial.pipex.corn/index.shtm
1. Check this and a copy of Directory 2000
before putting your questions to others. It
could save everyone a lot of time as well as
provide you with the right answer!
CONVERSION SHEETS

Current IOTA members with a score
credited at IOTA HQ are encouraged to
convert their records on to the Directory
2000 basis during September and October.
This will make their submissions for the
annual update in January very much more
straight forward.
To meet the request for further guidance on
converting records and for background
material on the reasons for the exercise we
have placed the following on both the
RSGB IOTA website at
http://www.rsgbiota.org and the IOTA
Manager's website at
httn://www.eo 1 9.dial.oinex.com/ index. shtm I

1. the Conversion Sheet - an Italian
translation (thanks to I1JQJ) and a Spanish
can be
accessed from the web page while French
and German translations can be obtained
from F6AJA and DKIRV respectively
(again thanks to both),

translation (thanks to EA4MY)
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IOTA CORNER
IOTA REFERENCE NUMBERS
ISSUED

0C-232/Pr 4W East Timor's Coastal Islands
(East Timor)
0C-235/Pr DU8-9 Mindanao's Coastal
Islands (Philippines)
SA-088/Pr PP5 Santa Catarina State South
group (Brazil)

AF-088/Pr C9 Nampula District group
(Mozambique)
AF-089 TR Ogooue-Maritime Province
group (Gabon)
AS-148 HL4 Cholla-bukto Province group
(South Korea)
AS-149 ROF Sakhalin's Coastal Islands
(Russian Federation)
AS-151/Pr BY2 Liaoning Province West
group (China)
AS-152/Pr ROQ Respublika Sakha: Laptev
Sea Coast West grp (Russian Fed)
EU-185 R6A-D Krasnodarskiy Kray: Black
Sea Coast group (Russian Fed)
EU-186 TA Turkey group (Turkey)
EU-187 SV9 Crete's Coastal Islands
(Greece: Crete)
NA-2I6 KL Northern Alaska Peninsula
West group (Alaska)
NA-217/Pr WI New Hampshire group
(United States)
NA-218/Pr CO8 Las Tunas/Holguin/
Santiago de Cuba Province group (Cuba)
0C-234/Pr VK Browse Island (Australia)
0C-235/Pr DU8-9 Mindanao's Coastal
Islands (Philippines)
SA-088/Pr PP5 Santa Catarina State South
group (Brazil)

OPERATIONS WHICH HAVE
PROVIDED ACCEPTABLE
VALIDATION MATERIAL

AF-087 5I3A Yambe Island (July 2000)
AF-089 TROA/P Mandji Island (September
2000)
AS-043 JA1MXY/1 Hachijo Island (July
2000)
AS-043 JA I SGU/1 Hachijo Island (July
2000)
AS-043 JI1SQK/1 Hachijo Island (July
2000)
AS-085 HLOC/4 Soan Island (August 2000)
AS-099 TA0/1Z7ATN/P Bozcaada Island
(June 2000)
AS-117 JH4TEW/4 Tashima & Yokoshima
(August/September 2000)
AS-117 JA4GXS/4 Otsushima (August
2000)
AS-134 BI3H Shijiutuo Island (May 2000)
AS-147 JE8JSX/8 Rebun To Island (June
2000)
AS-147 JF8RNL/8 Rebun To Island (June
2000)
AS-147 JJSXNA Okushiri Island (resident)
AS-147 JR8KJR/P Okushiri Island (August
2000)
AS-148 DSODX/4 Wi Island (July 2000)
AS-148 DS2AGH/4 Wi Island (August
2000)
AS-149 RKOFWL/P Moneron Island
(July/August 2000)
AS-151
BI2J
Juhua
Island
(August/September 2000)
EU-068 F/GOMEU/P Sein Island (July
2000)
EU-068 F/ON4ON/P Sein Island (July
2000)
EU-068 F/ON7PQ/P Sein Island (July 2000)
EU-090 9A10C Palagruza Island (June
2000)

PROVISIONAL IOTA REFERENCE
NUMBERS

AF-088/Pr C9 Nampula District group
(Mozambique)
AS-150/Pr BY4 Shandong Province South
group (China)
AS-152/Pr ROQ Respublika Sakha: Laptev
Sea Coast West grp (Russian Fed)
NA-214/Pr KL Nome County South group
(Alaska)
NA-215/Pr KL Northwest Arctic County
group (Alaska)
NA-217/Pr WI New Hampshire group
(United States)
NA-218/Pr CO8 Las Tunas/Holguin
/Santiago de Cuba Province group (Cuba)
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"harvest" the nearby Pacific stations.
T30Y/T3OCW eventually became QRV at
0641 on 19th October.
Unfortunately conditions to Europe were
poor on the first day, with the result that the
majority of the QSOs were with JA and W,
but we would have 3 weeks in which to
transmit from Tarawa, so we hoped that the
high bands would improve to Europe during
that time.

the guest house, and on this we put the 5
element beam. The A3WS for the WARC
bands was clamped to a water tank, and the
verticals for the low bands "planted" in the
adjacent field. The 6m beam was located on
the roof of one of the guest rooms, but later
moved to a strong pipe which we found
amongst the material left behind by the
mining company.
In Banaba House there was an electrical
generator, for which our skipper had brought
diesel fuel. On choosing the radios for the
main station , we found a problem with the
IC-735 and amplifier. Instead, we started up
with a weak signal from the TS-570D. To
our amazement, 6m was alive with signals,
and we worked 328 stations in JA and two
in V7. The field offered us the opportunity
to construct a 4-element wire beam,
orientated towards Europe. We aired T33Y
in the CQWW contest, although conditions
were poor on the lowbands and we made no
QSOs on 80 or 160.

In the meantime, we could explore the
propagation from T30 as we worked the
many countries available from where we
were. There was also the next part of our
adventure to look forward to, as we would
be in Banaba (T33) from 26 th October until
4th November ...
Banaba — More adventures!
"An absolute must for every expedition to
West Kiribati is a detour to the
neighbouring island of Banaba — T33."

The dry phosphate of which Banaba is
composed is very frustrating to the keen
lowbander, wanting to get a good earth
system, and the "paradise" temperatures
around 40 degrees along with a lack of fresh
water tended to take away some of the
enthusiasm for adventure. However, in the
radio-free hours it was possible to explore
the work of nature as well as various manmade objects scattered around the island.

It was always part of our plan, with two
DXCC countries conveniently close, to
include Banaba. When you have travelled all
the way to the Pacific, the 460km between
Tarawa and Banaba does not seem very far.
It would be a great adventure at the end of
the century, for Sigi DL7DF, Frank
DL7UFR, Tom DL2RUM and Wolf
DL2NWK. Taking our captain, John and
half the DXpedition equipment, we set sail
to a fair wind on 26t h October in a trimaran
some 10m long and 6m wide. The Pacific
lived up to its name, with steady winds
throughout the journey so that we were able
to make a steady 8 knots, arriving 36 hours
later in Banaba, early on the morning of 28 th
October.Wihfsaylgtwe
disembarked.

On Banaba (previously known as Ocean
Island) has developed since 1979 (when
phosphate mining ceased) a town of around
10,000 inhabitants with all the infrastructure
of the modern world. Three quarters of the
island has been eaten away by the phosphate
mining, and the land is now covered in
undergrowth and mango trees, a natural
spread of vegetation without human
intervention. The various buildings are the
result of 100 years of so of habitation. The
whole impression given by the island is of
the wheel of life, moving slowly but surely
onwards. By Monday midday, with the
stress of the contest behind us, we reappered

To move our equipment some 600m, and
50m higher to the guest house, we had the
use of a heavy vehicle normally used for
moving phosphate. Hardly had we unloaded,
than we started erecting the antennas. Frank
installed the 8m mast a stone's throw from
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on the bands under the call T33CW until it
was time to say "Bye bye Banaba" on 2n d

scattered around the equator and with all of
them much sought after on the bands.
Amateurs were always waiting for someone
to put up a ground plane, a loop, a multielement Yagi that would attract the birds
away from the palm trees. On the main
island, Tarawa, one third of the 86,000
inhabitants of Kiribati live along the 60km
of main road which runs the most of the way
along the 70km atoll, nowhere more than
500m wide. Among the palms are traditional
huts, made from the palm trees, consisting
of a single family room, and occasionally a
more "modern" house of concrete blocks. In
contrast to the various homes concealed in
their idyllic surroundings are the main
public buildings, notably the church and
hospital. Also the embassy of the Peoples
Republic of China, the only country to have
such representation in the Republic of
Kiribati. There is no industry to speak of,
with the various goods used in daily all
bearing the words Made in Australia, and
occasionally Made in Indonesia or China
(Taiwan, China and Hong Kong).

Novembr.Ahadfusw"mle
crossing against the wind, with the constant
was of seawater across the decks. After 60
hours of this we stood once again on solid
ground, on the "quay" at Tarawa. Rudi was
there to welcome us back after our ten days
away with a nice cold beer, and an
opportunity to catch up on each other's
activities.
Tarawa — out of Paradise

While the others headed off on their detour
to Banaba, Tom DJ6TF, Tom DL7BO and
Rudi DL7VFR, kept T3OCW and T30Y
active on HF, with particular success in the
CQWW Phone Contest. Unfortunately our
activities were about to suffer a setback. At
the weekend a celebration had been planned,
to take place in the grounds of the hotel.
There were some 200 people, all in high
spirits, and they managed to bring down a
telescopic mast, the A3 WS and the 80/160m
vertical. This led to some heated exchanges,
and some "diplomatic finger pointing" by
Tom DL7BO, and heated exchanges with
intoxicated revellers.

Banaba and Tarawa give new meaning to
the phrase "National Customs". The Kiribati
customs are misuse (of nature, technology
and health) and consumption (of resources
without thought to their regeneration). At
least, this was the theory told to us in best
German by Herbert, an instructor at the
Marine Training Centre.

Annoyingly, that weekend coincided with an
improvement in propagation to Europe, with
excellent band conditions! With bent
antennas, and a final burst of enthusiasm,
we did our best.
On 20 July 1999 the 20-year old Republic
of Kiribati hit the media in Europe as a
result of its unique geographical location.
Through an administrative "kink" in the
International Date Line, Caroline Island
(T32, and already renamed Millennium
Island) would be the first land to experience
sunrise in the year 2000.

Anyway, enough of these ramblings. The
Pacific is another world and Kirbati quite an
amazing place for a group of amateurs to
spend 3 weeks, and it was with mixed
feelings that we dismantled the antenna farm
and packed our luggage for the 1
November journey back to "cold" Germany.
On the way to a brief stopover in Fiji we
crossed the international dateline, and by the
time we arrived in Los Angeles it was once
again 1 1 th November. Here we took up an
invitation to meet members of the Southern
California DX Club, and warm and
spontaneous welcome quickly helped us to
forget the strains of the previous weeks. Our

In 1995 Kiribati pushed for a single time
zone (where previously there were three)
extending some 3218km from Tarawa in the
west. In amateur radio terms, the Republic
of Kiribati includes four DXCC entities:
T30 (Gilbert Group), T31 (Phoenix Group),
T32 (Line Group) and T33 (Banaba Island),
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and bolted together it made the complete
boom assembly very strong. The
disadvantage being that dismantling of the
boom to anything less than 24 feet overall
length would be impossible. So don't buy a
Log Periodic to take away on DXpeditions!

with the coax feeder with cable ties (not
supplied). The boom therefore is hot with
RF whenever you are transmitting. This is
why the boom to mast clamp is insulated.
The final item to fit to the rear of the boom
is the u-shaped tuning stub. Tennadyne
suggest that this is fitted when the antenna is
complete. Nuts to retro fit the stub on top of
the original element mounting nuts are not
supplied, however I found some with the
correct thread in my bits box and gave them
a good coat of Vaseline as they weren't
stainless. The addition of this de-tuning
stub increases the effective total boom
length by approximately 2.75ft/800rnm.

The centre part of the twenty elements (10
per separate boom) were bolted into the
booms and then the two booms were joined
together using the insulators provided. To
give further explanation to this you have to
appreciate that the Tennadyne LPDAs are
fed via the balun at the shortest element on
the front of the boom, the twin boom then
becomes the transmission line, each side of
the boom being insulated from the other.
Each element is driven. The design also
incorporates a long U-shaped aluminium
tuning stub that fits across the rear end of
the twin boom to remove any possibility of
the boom length being resonant in any
amateur band spoiling the performance of
the antenna. I reckon that the antenna is
more complex to assemble than most HF
multibanders apart from the KLM KT34
range, however a methodical approach,
following the manual to the letter, paid
dividends. The coaxial coiled balun simply
feeds the boom via ring tongue tags and is
secured to the underside of the boom along

The antenna has been on the tower for three
days now and first impressions are good. In
the next Digest I'll tell you how it measures
up and if it did actually perform against my
alternative plan of the X7/A3WS
combination by doing comparisons with
other local amateurs and measuring the gain
and F/B ratio from a site a few miles from
my QTH.
Copyright: Phil Catterall G4OBK
e-mail: phil@g4obk.fsnet.co.uk
Reference: http://www.tennadyne.com/

NOTICE FROM CDXC TREASURER

Would the member who sent the Treasurer a Sterling Draft drawn on the Crumlin
Cross, Dublin 12 branch of the AIB Bank please contact the Treasurer in order that you
can be credited with payment of this years subscription.

PLEASE WRITE YOUR CALLSIGN ON THE BACK OF ALL CHEQUES!

Website of the month: htm://www.dxer.ornimaindx.html by K5AT
(Do any CDXC members have Web sites you find particularly useful? If so, drop a line to the
editor, so that your fellow members can benefit too)
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Manchester airport is over 100 miles from
my North Yorkshire QTH.

72" (1.82m) square boom sections

Advantages of LPDA over other
antennae:

1. 5 band operation on a single boom.
2. Trapless and virtually maintenance free.
3. No interaction with WARC band beam on
same tower.
4. Space therefore created on 10 foot stub
mast for a 50 MHz Yagi with less chance of
interaction.
5. Saving in weight/wind-loading of
33Ibs/15kg and 20% less total surface area
than on the X7/A3WS combination.
6. Small cost saving of £40 despite the high
carriage costs and import duty.
7. No need to switch antennae or use ATU
when operating on any frequency between
14-29.7 MHz.

1. Greater
chance
of
radiating
spurii/harmonics due to broadband design.
2. Slight doubt about the performance of the
antenna compared to other options.
3. Virtually impossible to dismantle the
24ft/7.3m boom once assembled.

Summary of Parts:

4 pairs of aluminium 1.5" (3.2mm) x

•

14 boom insulator/spacer pieces
2
pairs of boom to mast
insulators/mountings and reinforcer
plates

•

68 stainless steel nuts/Nylok bolts

•
•

50 stainless steel self-tapping screws
4 washers

•

U-shaped aluminium tuning stub

•

Collins 4:1 coaxial balun

•

14 page A4 sized assembly instruction
manual

The assembly of the T10 took
approximately 15 man-hours spread over
two days. This includes the time taken to
mount the antenna to the mast and to cable it
up. For part of this time I was assisted by
my XYL Judy. The only difficult part was
inserting the L-shaped angle boom splices
inside the boom sections so as to allow the
boom to be jointed together, Tennadyne
recommend the use of graphite oil and
WD40 to allow an easier fit. I used
Copperslip compound, WD40 and a length
of wood to cushion the blows from a lump
hammer. As these splices were an
extremely tight fit inside the square boom
sections, when they were eventually fitted

4. Two nuts to retro fit the tuning stub to the
rear of the boom as per the manual were not
included.

•

•

The antenna arrived undamaged in a strong
long white cardboard box. I noted that one
of the 4 pairs of twin square boom sections
had been incorrectly part marked. The parts
however were all present and correct to the
Master Parts List (see photo). All bolts and
self-tapper screws are stainless steel and no
jubilee clips are used in the assembly. The
quality of the T6-6061 aluminium tubing
looked good. The tubing is quite dull in
appearance. Some of the aluminium I've
seen on other antennas has more lustre and
seems to be of a softer grade.

Disadvantages of LPDA over other
antennae:

70 lengths of 6061-T6 aluminium tubing
varying from 1" (25mm) O/D down to
0.375" (9.5mm) O/D

3 pairs of 8" (100mm) angle aluminium
boom splices

Assembly/Construction

8. Use of a single feedline up the tower for
14 through 28 MHz.
9. Broadband design means no compromise
was made optimising the antenna design/set
up to the CW section of each amateur band
at the expense of the SSB section.

•

•
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hobby once again showed the way in which
it brings people together through the
"Amateur Fraternity". An impression of Los
Angeles by night and a shopping trip, and
the time quickly passed before our onward
journey to Berlin. Finally I must extend my
thanks to Christiane, Marianne, Norma and

Sabine, who for not always perfect weeks
shared their holiday with seven enthusiastic
amateurs.
(if anything is lost or misrepresented in the
foregoing translation, it is entirely my fault
— ed)

QSO statistics T3OCWIT30Y

160
80
40
30
20
17
15
12
10
6

CW
365
1735
2666
2176
3442
2419
2781
2254
2292
547

SSB
2
550
807
0
3699
829
2423
1237
3969
229

QSO statistics T33CW/T33Y

RTTY Total
0
367
0
2285
1
3474
0
2176
433
7574
16
3264
400 5604
1
3492
78
6339
0
776

Total 20677 13745 929

CW
45
81
727
680
1470
1188
444
726
498
326

SSB
2
49
657
0
762
96
1248
8
1574
0

RTTY Total
0
47
0
130
1
1385
0
680
511
2743
1
1285
39
1731
0
734
29
2101
0
326

Total 6185

4396

581

160
80
40
30
20
17
15
12
10
6

35351

11162

THE GU8D STORY
Chris Burbanks G3SJJ

The story began at home one Saturday
evening back in February 1996. I had the
urge to do the IOTA contest, but from
where? I had maintained contact with Eric,
GU2FRO on Sark after he moved from
Nottingham in the 1960s. His response to
my request for assistance was that he would
be delighted to help. After some detailed
planning, Derek, G3KHZ, Ian, G3TMA and
myself with our wives, spent a delightful
week on the Island and with minimal gear
GU6D was 9th in the multi-operator section.
In 1997, G3TMA dropped out, to be
replaced by Sandra G4JQL and husband
John, G4DRS. Using GU7D, we came 9th
again. Justin G4TSH and Tony GOOPB
joined us in 1998. Their computer and RF
expertise helped to put GU8D in 5th place.
After establishing us as a force to be
reckoned with, Derek dropped out in 1999,

his technical expertise was greatly
appreciated. We were able to retain the
callsign GU8D and built on our past
experience to nudge up to 4th.
IOTA Contest 2000

We all loved the atmosphere on Sark, but
the logistics of transferring the gear was
becoming too onerous, particularly if we
wanted to move further up the ladder. The
decision was made to stay on Guernsey
Island and the team now consisted of
G4DRS, G4TSH, GOOPB and myself with
G3XTT and G4IIY joining us for the first
time. After numerous e-mails and some
phone calls, the day of departure arrived,
Justin, Tony and Don met Yvonne and
myself at Poole for the ferry. Ian was
already on the Island and John arrived the
following morning. After a calm crossing,
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we docked at 1530 and were unloading the
cars at Guernsey ARC HQ by 1545. The
timing was a great advantage over previous
years and certainly gave us a good start to
the assembly process. We were met by Phil,
GUOSUP, who had been most helpful in
organising use of the radio club facilities.

lattice mast that Don G3XTT transported on
the top of his car (1) decided to bend whilst
in process of erection. Luckily there was no
antenna on it at the time, and even more so,
there was no one underneath it. It was
perhaps an omen as the antenna it was to
support didn't work either. The 15m Yagi
had some incorrect parts. Both the
manufacturer and the UK retailer were most
apologetic, but in the end we were able to
surmount the problem and my calculation is
that it only cost us 3 or 4 multipliers. Tony
again came to the rescue by making up
dipoles for 20 and 15, so that we could use
the TH6 when running on those bands and
manually change over to the appropriate
dipole for multiplier chasing. We had just
one software problem when one of the
computers became out of sync with serial
numbers. Ian G4IIY jumped into the hotseat and with a swift recall of DOS
commands executed a backup, name change
and reboot.

I have made a point after each GU*D trip of
collecting notes about the good and bad
aspects of the operation and this culminated
in what promised to be a fairly sophisticated
set-up. The rules allow two radios so we had
a pair of FT1000MPs, each with its own
Heil headset, keyer, footswitch and
amplifier. Automatic antenna control was
obtained using Top-Ten decoder boxes,
switching Dunestar filters and also feeding
into the WXOB Sixpak controller unit, from
there two feedlines went into the the Sixpak
relay unit. This enabled any of the antennas
not in use by the run station to be
automatically chosen by the multiplier
station. I have only one comment to make:
"It worked like a dream." The antenna
system was based on monobanders with 4
element Yagis for 10 and 15, the club's TH6
for 20, a dipole and GP for 40m plus two
80m dipoles.

Computer Logging

We have used K8CC's NA contest logging
software on all the trips. Not without
problems as initially the program didn't
support the IOTA contest. Keeping a check
on multipliers was done manually! The
program is more developed now, easy to set
up and a dream to use. We had 3 computers
linked with the program's networking
system and serial interface with the radios
ensured instant band-change. Currently DX
Cluster access is difficult from GU so we
had a fourth machine linked to the Internet
Cluster.

Friday was a hive of activity, assembling
masts and beams, running out electric string,
as Tony called the coax, and connecting up
the equipment in the shack. One addition we
hadn't planned for was shooting of some
video footage. Johann PA3FDO and his
wife were on holiday on the Island complete
with camera, the result is amusing with one
comment by Don standing out poignantly.
Whilst filming introductions, Johann asked
the question "Will you be ready on time?
With a laugh Don replied "You know the
answer to that as well as I do."

Ready on time!

1200z on Saturday saw us up and running.
In comparison to contests like CQWW, the
IOTA Contest exchange is particularly
lengthy. Five Nine One Europe 114, Five
Nine 2 Europe 114 etc, and even more so
when you get to numbers like Five Nine
One Seven Eight Zero Europe 114 and so
keeping up a fast rate is challenging. Our
target this year was 3000 contacts and 450

What can go wrong, will go wrong With
just five days to go before the contest, I had
not received the pair of six-band Dunestar
filters that I had ordered direct from
Stateside. Neville G3NUG and Don G3OZF
bailed us out at the last minute after a frantic
dash by Tony GOOPB. The lightweight
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Review - The Tennadyne T10 Log Periodic Antenna — Part 1
Phil Catterall, G4OBK

Having moved to a new QTH in January
2000 with more space, I obtained planning
permission for a 59ft/18m tilt-over tower,
10ft/3m long stub mast and two multielement antennas with a maximum boom
length of 26f1/8m.

Power Rating: Full US power limit
Typical Max SWR: 1.7:1
Half power beamwidth: 52 degrees
Feeder: 50 ohm coax via "Collins" balun
I started researching the LPDA on the
Internet and found that a number of UK
based hams were using them. Peter
G3MLO had a T10. Frank G2QT had an
even bigger 12 element T12 on a 30 foot
boom. He had previously used a T10. This
I felt was a sure sign that the antenna would
be a "goer" or G2QT would have bought
something else. I didn't expect the antenna
to shape up to the performance of a
monobander — no multiband HF beam will,
however from what these two gentlemen
told me I could expect at least similar
performance to a TH7 and I could expect it
on the 18 and 24MHz bands as well.
G3MLO told me that he had previously used
a TH7 and reckoned that his T10
outperformed it. The exact words from
Frank G2QT, who in the past has used big
quads but now uses the LPDA on account of
the low maintenance, were "It's too easy
with the T12. I rarely need to use an
amplifier to work DX. The antenna works
much better in practice than it does on
paper". So that clinched it. I ordered the
antenna on the Internet using Visa on the
Wednesday and it was delivered to my door,
straight from the factory via UPS, the
following Tuesday. HM Customs have a
streamlined import procedure arrangement
with UPS — the recipient pays the delivery
driver at the door, before the shipment
changes hands. This saves the nightmare of
going to the airport yourself and either
paying an agent to clear the goods for you,
or doing it yourself ... not recommended
unless you have a full day to spare and
enjoy studying manuals and filling in forms!
I did this in 1994 when I imported a
Sommer Log/Yagi. It was a long day —

My main interest in the hobby is working
DX on CW, SSB and RTTY on all HF
bands, and 50 MHz. I toyed with idea of
purchasing a Cushcraft X7 for 10/15/20m
and then stacking it with a Cushcraft A3WS
for 12/17m above it, These two antennae are
very popular amongst DXers and have been
well written up previously. To also stack a
6m Yagi on the 3m stub mast was stretching
things just that bit too far for my rotator and
would have created further chances of
interaction between antennas which would
mean reduced performance from all three.
After a costing exercise on the X7/A3WS,
which came out at £853, I did a similar
exercise costing a USA-made Tennadyne
T10 Log periodic. The cost was in US
Dollars and had to include UPS airfreight
from the manufacturer in Texas, and
customs import charges of 24%. At an
exchange rate prevailing in June 2000 of
$1.48 to the pound, the grand total came to
£813.
Brief specification for the T10 LPDA:

Design frequency range: 13-33 MHz
Quoted Gain measured on antenna range:
6.1 dBd
Front to back ratio: 15-25 dB rising with
frequency
Elements:
Ten — longest element
38ft/11.6m — turning radius 22ft/6.7m
Boom length: 24ft/7.3m
Weight: 491bs/22.2kg
Surface area: 10.1sq ft/0.94sq m
Quoted wind survival rating: 100 MPH
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called ME. Ain't I good? Slap me on the
back, fellas. Oh, and by the way I intend to
STAY on MY frequency so you lot can just
jump up and down the band wondering
where the P5 might have gone. See if I
care".

estimate the importance of bandwidth. If
you live 25 miles away and your home-node
has 15 users on the same frequency you will
readily relate to this issue.
Asking everyone to maximise the benefit of
the Cluster by minimising their traffic 'for
the good of all' is no doubt like peeing in the
wind. But it is a thought!

We could be a little more generous and say
'thanks for letting us know that the band is
open to P5 just now'. Err - I don't think so!
He is rare, you are not. Why not give him
the frequency? If he doesn't want it and is
QSYing then there's little point in putting
him on the Cluster.

Etiquette

In summary, it's the same old story the
world over - 90% of folks are just fine and
only a few cause problems for the rest. Are
you one of the few who regularly
inconveniences others? Just a moment's
thought could make the difference. How
about trying to help instead of rushing
madly on?

It's Mel

Finally, another sort of 'bragging' (or social
irresponsibility) is when folks use the
Cluster for a private message to ONE
particular Cluster-user. This is a recent
phenomenon which is gathering pace and is,
again, selfish because it occupies valuable
bandwidth.

And while talking of 'helping' we cannot
close this subject without referring to the
perennial Cluster problem of non-spotters. Is
it not Utterly Amazing how the spots almost
dry up these days when the UK network is
cut off from the world? There's the good
times when the whole world is connected
and spots are arriving every few seconds not a single piece of DX can appear
anywhere in the radio-spectrum from
anywhere in the world without it reaching
your screen within two minutes. Fantastic love it! Then there are the bad times when
your node is only connected to parts of the
UK - a mere (for example) 9 nodes and 68
users. Then, lo and behold not a single spot
arrives. (OK, maybe one every hour or so).
We have to conclude that UK DXers have
become dreadful Cluster-spotters - they have
come to depend on others.
LONG LIVE DX-CLUSTER!

DBOZZZ sends 'DX 173.02 PAOAAA Did
you hear me?'. Now, c'mon chaps — is this
really what the DX Cluster is for? We are
even seeing stuff in the Comments field like
'Tom, what's your node?' or 'Dick, go back
to 20'. We haven't quite reached the stage of
'Harry, CU down the pub at 9pm' but we
seem to be heading that way.
So far it still only happens relatively
infrequently. But just think, it would only
take 10% of users to start abusing the
system in this way and the whole Cluster
would collapse on us.
Bandwidth

Without putting any numbers on it, the fact
is that bandwidth is limited. The system can
only cope with so much traffic. Perhaps
those living a mile from their node who
have first-time hit on the Cluster under-

DXer's DREAM COME TRUE!
(But it could be even better!).

multipliers. Historically I have started
proceedings on the run station, the adrenalin
is flowing and I want to get stuck in. The
first hour is always fast and I was relieved to
see 188 contacts logged with a further 160 at
the end of my two-hour stint. We keep the
shifts short for two reasons, firstly because
of that lengthy exchange and secondly we
have all contributed finance and effort so we
all want a turn at the helm!

to resort to working by number, on CW in a
contest!! Those guys are so disciplined, if
you say JA2, then only JA2s come back, not
even JR2. If only the EU....., dream on! Our
10m monobander came into its own on
Saturday at around 1600 with a steady run
into Europe, whilst picking up some useful
Asiatic islands at the same time.
The Multiplier is King

For those not familiar with the rules of the
IOTA contest, a little explanation is
necessary. Each Island contact is worth 15
points whilst non-Island Qs count 3 points.
There are two main sources of Island
contacts, the UK and Japan. From our
perspective on Guernsey, to maintain a good
run rate we need the ever-available nonisland contacts, whilst keeping a watch for
openings to UK on the low bands and JA on
the higher. It is not surprising then that 66%
of our contacts were made on 20m and 15m.
500 Qs were found on 40m with some 300
on 80m. Overall, 2967, just short of our
target.

Not having operated on a major DXpedition,
I can't compare the experiences but one
thing for sure, the wall of noise is incredible.
The experts say go back to something and
keep a rhythm. With that in mind, I am
listening for any letters I can scramble
together. I have long since abandoned trying
to get a full callsign at this stage of the
contest, mainly because a lot of the
Europeans insist on using two letters. You
just have to go with the flow. It's is amazing
just how many Whisky Victors or Zulu
Kilos turn out to be IKs! It makes a pleasant
change to be able to type a full call straight
into the log.

Each island reference on each band/mode
counts as a new multiplier, for instance UK
Mainland EU005 is worth 10 multipliers.
We have two radios available, one is used
for running to maintain the highest possible
contact rate. The second is only allowed to
work new multipliers, but must not solicit
contacts by calling CQ. So a good search
and pounce technique is required and
increasingly the ability to move stations
across bands and mode. I think it was Don
G3XTT who coined the phrase "Multiplier
is King" during our pre-contest pep talk. In
previous excursions, we have not really had
decent second station antennas so this
important aspect was one of our weak areas.
The results show that whilst we did
considerably better than before we still
didn't hit it right. Our total of 501
multipliers was above target but just not
quite enough to take top spot. We were
beaten by GM5V who found an additional
24. Taking a critical look at our log, there
were a number of easily reachable islands

The rest of the contest is a blur. I take a turn
on the mult station at some stage and have
another bash at running. Of course, CW is
my main love and I manage a session on
that mode too. Because of the lengthy
exchange, completing a CW QSO takes
longer than on SSB, so we don't spend so
much time on the keyer. Our ratio this year
was about the same as previously, around
35% CW. This is a team effort and all the
other guys are as eager to add some Qs to
the log. A special mention must go to G4IIY
who had not experienced this kind of
operation before. We put Ian on after several
hours so that he was able to observe the
system, it paid off as he managed the fourth
highest rate of 153 Q/h!
Propagation

Did you know that an anagram for "The Morse Code" is "Here Come Dots"?!
(Trvc G3PMR)
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The bands weren't as kind this year and the
DX content was slightly lower. I remember
vividly watching John G4DRS running JAs
on both CW and SSB last year. He even had
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where we had less than the maximum 10
band/mode QSOs. For instance, Ireland was
missing 4, Cyprus 6, Anglesey 4, Malta 4,
OH9A 3 and EU123 Scottish Coastal
Islands 6. A total of 27 in those alone. I am
sure most of them could have been in the
log if we had been more aggressive on
getting the operators to move bands. Don
was right, the Multiplier is King.

GU8Ds. Bob had thoughtfully printed a
welcome notice which was fixed to the
restaurant door and also had made some
place cards. The scene was set for a grand
evening. Things could only get better, and
they did when a bottle of champagne
appeared and after that was consumed, we
all went round to Bob's house for coffee and
other beverages. What a wonderful evening.

Apres Contest

Acknowledgements

I always enjoy the social side of the event
and this year proved no exception. During
the Sunday I had discussed with Bob,
GU4YOX where we should go. Crabby
Jacks, an American style Diner situated on
Guernsey's west coast, sounded interesting
and we subsequently met at 19.30. We were
joined by Mike, GU4EON, and Phil,
GUOSUP and his partner, Penny. The beer
and wine flow, conversation was loud and
humorous, Tony and myself had tears of
laughter running down our faces whilst
discussing the merits of running a pair of

To round this story off, I must say thank you
to a few people. Firstly, to Yvonne, my
wife, for her extreme tolerance and support
in all the planning, travelling and operating
problems. To John G3LZQ for his advice,
loan of SixPak and above all, for designing,
supplying and handling the QSL cards. To
CDXC for the loan of various pieces of
equipment. To Phil GUOSUP and Bob
GU4YOX for their help and hospitality, not
forgetting the other members of the
Guernsey ARC who helped us over the
weekend.

Cluster-Bragging
Roger Western, G3SXW, e-mail: g3sxw@compuserve.com

Have you noticed how things have gradually
changed on the DX-Cluster over recent
years? Setting aside for the moment the
technical issues of HOW it all happens (and
the HUGE amount of work and money that
is invested to keep the system running) let's
spend a moment looking at the content of
what appears on our screens.

occasionally it gets backed up and spots
arrive an hour late which is pretty useless
But now we see some rather interesting and
quite subtle differences in how the Cluster is
used by DXers in different parts of the
world. Some of these are covered below but
I think we'd agree that the overall 'quality'
has dropped. One effect was quite
irresponsible use of ANNOUNCE/FULL
and that facility is switched off. A minor
shame but no great loss.

International Cluster

One of the biggest changes is, of course, that
we now see spots from all over the world in
nearly real-time. At first we thought that
was a bit silly because a KH6 on top-band at
noon our time would not be audible. We
soon realised that even that could be useful
information. The only hesitation was
bandwidth - could the system cope with the
huge increase in traffic? We see nowadays
that indeed it can, most of the time. Just

Proof Checking
-

It never ceases to amaze me that folks type
something, knowing full well that their
message will wing its way around the world
to thousands of DXers and yet don't bother
to re-read what they have typed so as to
correct any errors before sending it out.
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How embarrassing to put out wrong data.
We have all made the odd mistake and
blushed but the number of errors on the
Cluster these days suggests that there are
plenty out there who don't seem to mind
being branded 'dumb'. The error-rate is,
IMHO, far too high.

of QSOs and my screen consists of little but
those two calls - of the 18 DX-alerts on the
screen right now 13 of them are for those
two stations and they have all been posted
within the past 30 minutes. And neither has
QSYed. And most spots have no Comment
or simply give the frequency on which the
DX station was listening.

Some errors are obvious, e.g. 2102555.0 is
not a valid frequency and 21025.55 was no
doubt what he meant to type. But at other
times the error is not so obvious, particularly
when it is the call-sign. You rush to 3504
and hear a signal that is S9+ but he signs
HA8ABC when the Cluster told you it was
HI8ABC. Mutter under your breath and pass
on - yet ANOTHER Cluster error.

Why? Why tell the world that he is on that
frequency when everyone has been told it
already a dozen times in the past hour? He's
still there. Yup, he IS still there. Hey, guys he is STILL there! If there is some
important piece of information in the
comments field, like 'QSY 3507 in 10
minutes' then fine. But if it is 'QSX 1 up',
which everyone knew anyway, then why
bother? In fact 'QSX 18078.93' doesn't help
much - he was no doubt listening on that
exact frequency when the announcer hit
<RET> but he will NOT be listening on that
precise frequency by the time DXers around
the world see the spot. What is actually
happening, of course, is that the announcer
is bragging to the world that he worked the
DX. Whoopee!

It might seem obvious but surely it is worth
spending the extra three seconds to doublecheck the precise detail of what has been
typed before hitting the <REY> key? If only
to save bandwidth when having to send a
second alert to correct the mistake.
On Air Checking
-

The same may be said about checking the
call-sign and/or the information in the
comments field. Hearing the call-sign only
once in QRM and QRN perhaps leaves
some lingering doubt that it was copied fully
and correctly - no?

To those guys who are trying to be helpful I
say 'many thanks'. But let's bear in mind that
DX Cluster nodes are limited in bandwidth.
Superfluous traffic clogs the system, slows
it down for everyone and sometimes leads to
spots being badly delayed.

Perhaps one form of Cluster-Bragging is
being the first to put out the spot. In the
panic to announce it before anyone else
perhaps folks rush to hit the <RET> when
they are not quite sure they have copied
details correctly on-air. Surely (that word
again) it is better to double-check copying
accuracy than to put out wrong data? Losing
a brownie-point by not being first is much
less painful than advising the world that
A5ZZ is on 1832.0 when in fact it is
EA5ZZ.

To the Cluster-Braggers I say 'Please desist'.
Telling us that you just worked him on
18078.93 when eight spots previously said
pretty much exactly the same thing really
does not help. If you can't resist trumpeting
your success at finally nabbing the rare DX
please go to the kitchen and tell the dog.
Oh, and one tip - the comments field is
limited to 30 characters!

Got 'im

My Frequency

A relatively recent phenomenon is multiple
(dozens) of spots for the same station on the
same frequency. As I write ZD9ZM and
5V7VJ are crunching through huge numbers

This really takes the biscuit: 'DX 14023.0
P5XYZ My frequency'.
This says "I have just worked a juicy piece
of DX and I want the world to know that HE
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VK9CQ (Cocos-Keeling) & VK9XV (Christmas Is.)
DXpedition by Bert PA3GIO (Page 19)

The GU8D team hard at work.

Cocos-Keeling: View to the West.

Tony GOOPB, the engineer.

Christmas Island: View to the North, a wonderful location.

Bob GU4YOX

Tennadyne T10 Log Periodic Antenna

Bob is very active on all the HF bands.

The kit as delivered - see review on page 31.

D68C DXpedition - February 2001

The GU8D Story (Page 25)

The D68C team hard at work at Windsor.

Guernsey & District Amateur Radio Society HQ - Site of the GU8D operation.

